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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
My son and I drove up to St. Joe last
Thursday for a visit, and we both realized
that, being on the road during the evening,
we were very likely to miss that all-import-
ant basketball game between the Universi-
ties of Kentucky and Tennessee unless we
could pick it up on ow car radios from some
station.
Lo and behold, driving west from St.
Louis we both picked up WHAS in Louis-
ville and listened to the game all the way to,
Columbia, where we were scheduled to stop.
for supper. And Columbia arrived just as the
first half ended.
The service at Howard Johnson's restau-
rant in Columbia was, as usual , as lousy as
their food was good; by the time the half
ended our order wasn't even in sight, and
here the score was tied and the Wildcats
were in the middle of a teriffic battle not
only for the conference championship, but
for that all important NCAA berth. So Paul
went to the car, brought in his little transis-
ter radio and we huddled over it listening to
the rest of the game, to heck with the food
service.
So thank you, WHAS ... you have never
had more appreciative listeners from such a
distant point. Ironically enough, about 10
miles out of Columbia WHAS was drowned
out by powerful near stations, so it's just as
well that the service at Howard Johnson's
was indifferent.
Young Paul, incidentally, took off last
weekend from St. Joe for a motor trip to see
a bunch of aunts, uncles and cousins in Cali-
fornia, and asked not to be pinned down on
Continued on page 2
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Annual C of C Dinner
Paul and I were mighty sorry we didn't
get to the annual dinner of the Chamber of
Commerce Monday night. It is always the
highlight of civic activities and we look for-
ward to it as do many other folks in town.
But Monday and Tuesday have become
nightmares for both of us. On Monday
usually have to stay in Hickman for some
kind of a meeting or another, and on Tues-
day night we go to press. Here in Fulton Paul
has the Shopper to get out, which requires
full speed ahead by the whole staff.
This week was particularly bad for Paul
because R. Paul decided on his trip to Cali-
fornia, so that left us one good man short.
We especially wanted to be on hand at
the meeting since one of ow all-time favorite
people, L. M. McBride was made the "Citi-
zen of the Year." To us "Mac," is a man for
all years and all seasons. The particular cita-
tion he received this year is well deserved,
not only for any specific endeavors he may
'hav undertaken, but because he is the kind
of public-spirited individual that our com-
munity cannot do without.
We salute L. M. McBride, an all-round
good guy and a favorite friend.
Carroll Hubbard Revisited
It's not that we're trying to harp on the
subject, we just want to keep you informed
about what's going on in the Kentucky Gen-
eral Assembly.
Last week the Kentucky Senate passed,
by voice vote, a bill that would give legisla-
tors a $100 per month pay increase during all
the months that the General Assembly is not
in session. The vote increased the "expense"
account from $300 a month to $400 a month
while the General Assembly is not in session.
Nary a voice was heard from the sen-
ators in protest of the bill. No, not even that
of Senator Hubbard who has loudly protest-
ed the pay increases sponsored by Governor
Wendell Ford for members of his (Ford's)
cabinet.
On the other hand Representative Ralph
Graves, our representative from Fulton,
Hickman, Carlisle and Ballard counties vot-
ed AGAINST the pay increase for legislators
when it was voted upon in the House of Rep-
resentatives.
Continued on page 2
ONE OF KENTUCKY%
WETTER WEEKLY 
The News has won awards for
•scillesc• esw'Y Year It has been
submitted in Judging contests.
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WE SALUTE THE FABULOUS FIVE, Fulton County's top-notch cheerleading team who will
be going to Louisville this weekend to participate in the state cheerleaders competition. Already
winners of the district and regional titles, they will be competing for the state title. Love and
good luck to a quintet of lovely lassies. Left to right they are: Ginger Yarbro, junior; Jan
White, junior; Captain Lucy Bondurent, senior; Sherry Pickett, senior, and Carol Shaw, junior.
FCHS Cheerleaders Vie For
Top State Honors This Week
They practice nearly every
day. They're young and viva-
cious! They love their school
and have a contagious enthu-
vi
slasm in victory or defeat.
These are Just a few of the
reasons why Fulton County High
School's cheerleaders are on
their way to compete for the
highest honors in Kentucky.
They have already proven
they are the best in the Dis-
trict and Region and now they
are at the State Competition
in Louisville, Ky. to compete
with the best squads from 16
other regions in the State.
The Icing hours of practice
and planning have paid off for
Lucy Bondurant, captain, Sher-
ry Pickett, Carol Shaw, Jan
White and Ginger Yarbro and
Beauty Shop
License Is
Amended
The Fulton City Commission
met In regular session at the
Fulton City Hall Tuesday even-
ing. Actions taken included the
following:
The present occupational li-
cense covering Beauty Shops
was changed from levying $5-
per-operator license to a flat
$25 per shop;
Charles Reams was re-ap-
pointed as a member of the
Fulton Electric plant board,
The City deeded to Urban
Renewal four peices of pro-
pery that it owns--but is not
using—in the Bottoms area;
A resolution was adopted
classifying the work of the City
Building Inspector by neighbor-
hoods, and setting up his work
dividing the city into fiye neigh-
borhoods, and arranging h's
schedule so that he will work
on one neighborhood at a time.
their sponsor, Mrs. Francis
Murphy.
The girls are being Judged
according to general appear-
ance, plain cheers, gymnastic
cheers and their pompom .-ou-
tine.
After winning the First Dis-
trict Competition at the Fulton
County Gym on March 4, the
cheerleaders performed for the
Annual Regional Competition
Saturday, March 11, at Callo-
way County.
Lignt squads competed for the
regional trophy and Fulton
County High cheerleaders won
first place with Ballard County
winning second. The beautiful
trophy was presented by the
Master of Ceremonies, Miss
Ann Walker, at the halftime
during the championship game
at Murray State University,
In Louisville Friday, March
17, FCHS cheerleaders will be
competing for the biggest honor
of all, -State Competition." The
competition will be held at Ath-
erton High School and winners
will be announced after the first
basketball game.
•
Rummage Sale
Will Help Park
The Fulton Lions Club is
having a giant rummage sale
March 16, 17 and 18 in the
store building on Lake Street
formerly occopied by Wilson's
Gun Shop, next to the Leader
Store.
The entire proceeds will go
toward Improvements at City
Park.
Anyone wishing to donate
clothes for this sale may call
Frank Beadles at 472-1298, Guy
Fry at 472-2510 or Charles
Gregory at 472-1891 and they
will be picked uppromptly. The
Club solicits your help in this
very worthy cause.
Republicans To
Hold Elections
This Saturday
State Republican Chairman,
John H. Kerr, Jr., of Lexing-
ton, announced that the Rep-
ublican Party would elect pre-
cinct committeemen and women
in every county in the State on
Saturday, March 18, at 2:00 p.m.
Eastern Standard Time, 1:00
p.m. Central Standard Time.
In announcing these quadren-
nial elections, Mr. Kerr said,
•The Republican Party is the
'Party of the Open Door.'
Every registered Republican is
invited to participate in the
election of precinct committee-
men and women."
Mr. Kerr pointed out that
tiw committeemen and women
tneeted on March 18 will elect
Republican County Chairman
and Chairwomen for the
1972-1976 term within fifteen
days after the meeting on the
18t a.
The meeting will be held
at the City Hall in Hickman,
Kentucky.
Landscape Class
Takes Field Trip
The Landscape Class met at
4 30 p.m. on March 10, at the
Community Center. Several
guests and new members were .
present for the field trip to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Adams.
Everyone was very interested
to see the principles being stud-
ied put into practice. Much
useful information was avail-
able and presented by our in-
structor, James M Everett.
A drawing was held with the
following persons receiving
prizes: Mrs. Mildred Freeman,
Mr. Charles Cannon, Mrs. Wyn
Whitnel, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Duncan, M rs. George R. Gunter,
Mr. Gene Baker, Mr, and Mrs.
Dick Arm-trong, Mrs. Gene
Williamson, Mrs. Ralph Hardy,
Mr. Harry Lacewell, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Whitesell.
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"Open House" Is Sunday Al
Fulton's New High School
Residents of the Fulton Independent school
district will have an opportunity to visit their
new million-dollar high school building next
Sunday, when an "Open House" and dedication
service are schedued for 2: p. m.
The Sunday afternoon sche-
dule, according to Principal
Bobby Snider, will begin with
an invocation, followed by two
numbers by the high school
band. Following the band num-
bers, School Board members
will be introduced, and Board
Chairman Gene Hatfield will
make the formal dedication
speech. Principal Snider will
thereafter arrange tours of the
building.
Refreshments will be served
L. M. McBride Is
Citizen Of The Year
by Jo Westpheling
Exactly ten years to the day, March 13, 1962,
that L. M. McBride became vice-president and
cashier of the City National Bank he was honor-
ed by his .fellow citizens as Fulton's "Citizen of
the Year."
The honor was bestowed on the popular and
civic-minded community leader at the annual
meting of the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of
Commerce Monday night at the Park Terrace
Restaurant. At the same time another outstand-
ing civic leader and banker, Harold Henderson
was named president of the Chamber of Com-
merce for the coming year, succeeding Postmast-
er Joe Treas, who has guided the local organiza-
tion through one of its most successful years.
Mr. Henderson is vice-pres-
ident of the Fulton Bank.
Mr. McBride, an indefati-
gable worker in the Chamber
of Commerce, and a past pres-
ident, was cited for his efforts
in bringing the Rarely Adhe-
sive Company to the twin cit-
ies. But his endevors on be-
half of enriching the lives of
local residents and developing
the resources of the twin com-
munities have been of long dur-
ation and constant devotion.
His dedication to the better-
ment of the twin cities stems
from his own admission that
"I love the twin cities of Ful-
ton, Kentucky and South Fulton
Tennessee."
It is a mutual relationship,
for the twin cities have long
depended on this quiet, extrem-
ly capable and dedicated cit-
izen not only for guidance in
JOHNSON IMPROVING
1.ec. Johnson is slowly im-
proving following surgery at
lite Baptist Hospital in Mem-
phis. His room number is 935
Modison East He irrihe falher
of Bill Johnson. Fulton Daily
Leader employe.
FAIN HAS SURGERY
Rev. G. C. Fain, a retired
minister and former poster of
the Fulton First United Meth-
odist Church. is slowly improv-
in,e following surgery Thursday.
alarch 9, at the Murray-Callo-
way County J1u.'pi(al his room
number is 306.
the procurement of industry,
but in church, educational fra-
ternal and financial endeavors
as well.
Mr. McBride is now serving
as president of the City National
Bank. Prior to his association
with the bank be was financial
in the Home Ec. department.
The finishing touches were
being applied this week, with
stage curtains going up and
other minor details being fin-
ished in readiness for Sunday.
Built at a cost of nearly $900
thousand dollars, the modern
building contains 46,000 square
feet of floor space. It includes
seven classrooms, two science
rooms, a home economics area,
business, industrial arts,
music, library and commons
areas, and a handsome gym-
nas'um.
building was designed by
Peck Associates, Inc.; McAdoo
Contractors of Union City were
the general contractors for the
Job and Waldron, Batey and
Wade the consulting engineers.
The new high school is lo-
cated in West Fulton on Stephen
Beale Drive, across from the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company.
Girl Scouts
To Aid South
Fulton Cleanup
The Girl Scouts and the
Brownie Scouts of South Fulton
are going to help the City clean
up and beautify itself this
Spring.
The services of Girl Scout
Troop 326, of which Mrs. For-
est McAlister is the leader, and
of Brownie troop 235, led by
Mrs. Tom Jones, were volun-
teered--and accepted with
thanks--to the South Fulton City
Commission at their meeting
last Tuesday. First step of
the volunteers will be a giant
trash pickup scheduled for the
near futute.
In other action at Tuesday's
meeting, the South Fulton City
Commission:
—Agreed to spend around
$6501:116!'capItal ifniainciernents
officer for Browder Milling of the water and sewage system
Company. He came to Fulton I lines, hiring the Nichols Engin-
from Brownsville and Jackson, 
eering 
Company to prepare spe -
Tennessee where he attended cifications on the five items
Brownsville and Jackson city therein;
--Engaged James W. Thomp-schools. lie attended the Uni-
son, a CPA from Union City,versity of Wisconsin where he
to preform the annual audit ofgraduated from the School of
city funds;Banking.
Mr. and Mrs. McBride are --Agreed to send City Man-
ager T.K. Fullerton and suchactive in the affairs of the
other city employees as nec-First Baptist Church. They
essary to attend educationalhave one daughter, Mrs. Tom
Nanney. A son, Gary McBride, seminars coming up;
is deceased. 
--Adopted an ordinance
In addition to his local act- transferring some of the City's
'titles, Mr, McBride is active State sales tax refund revenue
In state banking circles. He is to the street fund to help
now serving on the agricultural for street improvements in lieu
committees of the State Bunkers of imposing any tax increase for
Association. He is a past presi- same.
dent of the Fulton Rotary Club.
The presentation to Mr. Mc-
Bride was made by George
Brock, a director of the Cham-
ber of Commerce.
Other officers and directors
to serve for the closing year
are: Hal Warren, Treasurer,
and Gary Williamson, Vice-
President. Newly elected dir-
ectors include Gary William-
son, Dick Armstrong, Joe San-
ders, Dan Taylor and Hal War-
SUPPER SET
The date for the annual bar-
becue supper, sponsored by the
South Fulton United Methodist
Church, has been set for Fri-
day. April 7, in the South Ful-
ton School cafeteria from 4:30
until 7:30 p. m. The menu will
cansist of barbecue, potato
salad, slaw, baked beans, pie
ren. They will succeed James and coffee or cold drinks. Tick-
Green, George Brock. Stanley ets will be sold in advance and
(Continued on Page 4) also at the door.
°nicht Jewell proves herself as historian and speaker
(Ed's Note: The following
article is the text of an address
made by Guide Jewell, local
newspapitrwoman, to the Jack-
son Purchase Historical Society
at the Holiday Inn last Satur-
day night.
(Mrs. Jewell delighted her
audience with her precis* and
Interesting incidents in the
colorful history of Fulton and
Hickman counties.)
When I was invited to speak
to you, I was very pleased, for
to me, the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society is a very
special group of people!
Tonight, I would like to give
you a Backward Glance at Ful-
ton and Hickman Counties—tell
you a little of their early his-
tory.
You may not be aware of it,
but folks in this part of the
state are a bit more southern
than other Kentuckians...and
more so, than some of those liv-
ing south of us.
This is true of our speech
our customs and our architec-
ture.
During the Civil War, up to
the time of the Forrest raid on
Moscow, there had not been a
single volunteer in the Union
Army from Fulton County, and
only eight from Hickman Coun-
tv.
Fulton County is the" number
one" cotton-producing county
in Kentucky. Hickman County
is number two. This is due to
the soil and the mild climate
causing a longer growing sea-
son.
When settlers, with large
numbers of slaves, moved to
this area from the Carolinas,
and the more southern states,
they looked for land suitable
for the production of cotton.
Fulton and Hickman counties
were the choice of many pri-
marily because of the bottom-
lands along the Mississippi
River. They brought with them
their mode of living.
Back in the early days cotton
was either shipped to market by
rail from Moscow or by river
boat at Mills Point.
It seems that as a result of
the Civil War there was a re-
cession in the raising of cotton
in this area for commercial
purposes until the early part of
the twentieth century. During
this era each farmer raised
small patches of cotton for his
own use In the spinning and
weaving of cotton cloth.
In the early part of the 20th
century, cotton was again being
grown in the area for commer-
cial purposes.
It is not known when the first
white man visited the present
territory of Hickman County,
but it appears to have been as
early as the summer of 1780,
the same year that Fort Jef-
ferson was constructed on the
Mississippi River in what is
now Ballard County,
As early as 1783 the state of
Virginia authorized the •laying
of land warrants" along the
Mississippi, Ohio, and other
rivers for the benefit of the
soldiers of that state who ser-
ved in the Revolutionary War.
Soon afterward, surveyors vis-
ited the country for the purpose
of "locating" the warrants. Ow-
ing to the hostility of the Indians
they carried their work no fur-
ther than "establishing cor-
ners" at various points along
the river.
Before the white man started
with Hickman County in 1821
and, by 1886, had carved it
into eight pieces, the land known
as Jackson's Purchase was
owned by the red man—the
Chickasaw Indian Nation.
Jackson's Purchase also in-
cluded, as property of the
Chickasaws, all of West Tenn-
essee.
President James Monroe, in
1818, named Gov. Isaac Shelby of
Kentucky, and Gen. Andrew
Jackson of Tennessee, to bar-
gain with the Chickasaws and
agreement was reached Oct. 19,
1818. By it, the United States
paid the Chickasaw Indian Na-
tion $20,000 a year for 15 years,
plus minor fringe benefits.
This historic transaction
first was called the Kentucky
Purchase, but later becama
known as Jackson's Purchase.
Descendants of Gov. Shelby
now reside in Fulton and our
around Dukedom, Tenn. Also,
descendants of both Daniel
Boone and David Crockett, the
famous frontiersmen, live in
Fulton and South Fulton, Tenn.
For a time, David Crockett
owned many acres of land in
Northeast Weakley County, a-
bout five miles from the city
of Fulton, and Andrew Jackson
owned land in northwest Weak-
ley County, the area now being
the city of South Fulton in
°Won County, Tenn., Just a-
cross the state line from Ful-
ton, Ky. Descendants of Gen.
eral Nathan B. Forrest also
live in Fulton.
One hundred and fifty years
ago Hickman County was a wild-
erness area.
Hickman County was created
in 1821 as the 71st Kentucky
County. Columbus was selected
as the county seat. The county
was named after Capt. Paschal
Hickman, who was killed in the
War of 1812.
Known as "Ironbanks• in pi-
oneer days by French explorers
because of the peculiar brown
appearance of the bluffs, the
little settlement was re-named
Columbus in 1821. The town
was considered as the nation's
capitol after the War of 1812,
but lost out by one vote.
Columbus is reportedly the
oldest town in the Jackson Pur-
chase, with the first building
being erected in 1804, although
according to an old diary writ-
ten by one of the founders of
the town of Mills Point, that
town, now known as Hickman,
dates back to the same date.
The first building on the town
site of Columbus was a block-
house, and used as a fort by U.S.
troops during Aaron Burr's
conspiracy against the govern-
ment. In the same house eight-
een years later were held the
first county and circuit courts
in Kentucky west of the Tenn-
essee River.
About 1818 William Tipton
came to Columbus and pur-
chased the old block-house,
which he fitted up for a res-
idence, and In which he lived
until 1828.
The area was fortified by the
Confederate Army during the
War between the States and was
known as the "Gibraltar of the
West."
To prevent passage of Union
gunboats, a huge chain was
stretched across the Miss-
issippi River. After the Union
success in Tennessee, the Con-
federate soldiers evacuated on
March 2, 1862. Union troops
moved in the next day and held
position throughout the war.
The town of Columbus has
always fascinated me...even as
a little girl, when I visited with
my cousins, Jeanette and Lou-
gene Luther. They used to
live In a big old, two-story
house below the hill...and I
remember we would look for
blood spots on the front porch,
for we had been told that a
General lived there during the
Civil War days and was shot
and wounded right there on
the porch.
We would climb the hills
and trenches and watch in the
distance, the WPA workers at
work on what is now the lovely
state park at Columbus.
Later, my Aunt Lillian and
her family operated the old
Iron Banks Hotel on top of the
hill, and again I was fascin-
ated with where they lived.
The Iron Banks Hotel was
owned by the late Marion Rust,
who came to Hickman County
(Continued on page 6)
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his exact return date, which is pretty normal
for a young man of 24. At last inquiry of my
sister Louise in San Diego . . . his first stop
. he was sight seeing across the border in
Tiajuana, and next stop was to be Disney-
land.
In the short time he has been here, he
has been a big help, and he admits that he
likes the newspaper business and expects to
come back here and "get with it". But he
didn't say when.
Life begins at 40? Well now, let's take a
look at Kentucky's well-known Colonel San-
ders, who organized the famous Fried Chick-
en business at age 65! And the Colonel, still
going strong, is now 81. In honor of the Col-
onel, whose face is now pretty well plaster-
ed all over the world, last Friday was "Col-
onel Sanders Day" in the Kentucky Legislat-
ure and the State of Kentucky. Comments
the resolution . . . and with good reason, I
might add .. the Colonel is the lifetime
good-will ambassador of Kentucky.
Fulton's Carmen Pigue, now Mrs. Larry
Depp of Owensboro, is now a full-fledged
member of Owensboro's renowned "PU"
Band, we discovered recently when we saw
the group perform in Frankfort. Carmen
plays a "hot" clarinet, but actually never ut-
ters a sound, which probably accounts for
her pretty ear-to-ear grin up there on the
bandstand. As most of you know, the whole
"PU" band looks and sounds like they're the
foremost band in the country, without ever
uttering a sound . .. and they're still one of
the funniest acts I have ever seen.
Obviously, there is good reason why this
community cannot be named an "All-Ken-
tucky City"- Half of it is in Tennessee.
With today's high cost of postage, and
paper, and especially manpower, I am often
appalled at the flood of ridiculous mail that
we receive here in our office from govern-
ment agencies seeking to have a "news
story" published about their activities. And
since we are no greater, (in fact, smaller)
than many of the rest of the newspapers in
Kentucky, I am sure that I can therefore
multiply this flood by 160... the number of
other weeklies and dailies in the State. And
in many cases one could probably multiply
the number by somewhere around 10,000.. .
the total number of newspapers in the na-
tion. And to that one could probably add an-
other 4,000 for radio, and I-don't-know-how-
many TV stations.
There's just no way we can use the stuff.
First preference goes to local news, and by
the time we cover all of that, the space is
used up and local copy left hanging on the
hooks unused.
It's a tremendous waste of government
money, and of government postal facilities,
since it all gets mailed free. And it's even a
waste of time for the Fulton trash truck to
have to pick up each trip.
A simple solution to the problem, of
course, would be for congress to require
every agency to send every recipient a card
once a year, asking whether or not the ma-
terial was wanted. If the answer was in the
negative, that it would be required to stop
sending to that address. The little device is
now being used by the Army in the publica-
tion of their monthly "Reservist" magazine,
and if one wants to keep getting a free sub-
scription . . . free, that is, to Army Reserve
officers . .. one must fill in the card and re-
turn it once a year. The card goes on to say
something to the effect that congressional
mandate makes the annual survey necessary
in order to keep down useless printing and
distributing expense.
I'm for that, even if it closes down a lot
of mimeograph machines and transfers per-
sonnel to other, more productive jobs. I
rather imagine that an honest count of media
using the stuff wouldn't run over 25%, and
that would be sufficient to cause most gov-
ernment agencies to boil a 12-page news re-
lease down to about one solid page, or quit
entirely.
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Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album
FULTON HIGH SCHOOL has now moved, but the old place• will long live in pictures like this "oldie" from the News' files.
Above, the student body listens attentively (in most cases) to someone up front; judging from the scowl on Judy Browning's
face (lower right) she didn't agree with the speaker.
FULTON'S
ILibirszy Coirmar
BY LUCY DANIEL
NEW BOOKS AT THE FUL-
TON LIBRARY THIS WEEK
ARE:
LIONS ON THE LAWN, by
Mary Chipperfield. The lions
referred to in the title are wild
African lions and the •lawn"
is the internationally famous
Lions of Longleat wildlife san-
ctuary in Wiltshire, England.
Here lions and other wild
animals—giraffes, zebras, os-
triches, hippos, antelope and
many more--roam free, ob-
served year-round by the public
from the safety of automobiles.
This is a game preserve, the
first of its kind outside of Af-
rica, and this is the story of
the author's unique relation-
ship with a special lion named
Marquis.
THE HOLE TRUTH, by
Tommy Bolt. Here is the first
truly candid, no-holds-barred
book about the professional golf
world. Tommy Bolt really tells
it like it is in the fast, free-
wheeling world of big-time, big-
money golf. He zeroes in on the
pros, tips the reader off on how
they cheat, now they live it up,
what they think about golf and
each other. In short, the old
swinger is on the warpath, and
with twenty-five years of pro
golf behind him he never misses
a stroke.
NO VICTORY PARADES, by
Murray Polner. This is an in-
depth study of the impact of
the Vietnam war on the men
who fought it. Murray Polner
interviewed more than two hun-
dred Vietnam veterans, and
talked extensively with their
families and friends, as well as
with military psychiatrists, but
his book centers on a group
of nine men from lower-mid-
dle and working-class families,
whose accounts of what happen-
ed to them represent a mic-
rocosm of all that he had been
told.
A MOMENT IN HISTORY, by
Brent Ashabranner. Thousands
of young Americans answered
John Kennedy's call to mask
what you can do for your count-
ry" by joining the agency he
created for international ser-
vice—The Peace Corps. In this
book a former Deputy Director
of the Peace Corps traces
growth from a vague campaign
promise to an actual program
with 15,000 volunteers serving
in more than 60 countries.
ON BEING DIFFERENT, by
Merle Miller. This man speaks
eloquently and courageously for
a minority condemned for be-
ing different. His book is a
moving plea for understtncling-
not Just on the public level,
but on the private, human lev-
el. On Being Different will
cause a great many people to
examine their consciences.
FORTY - FIVE YEARS AGO
MARCH 18, 1927
Leslie Weaks has been re-elected president
of the Woodlawn Land Company and Fulton
Country Club Tuesday night.. Others also re-
elected include S. J. Holt, vice-president; J. W.
Gordon, secretary .and C. P. Williams, treasurer.
The March meeting of the Woman's Club in-
clude the following elected to a two-year term of
office; Mrs. Joe Browder, second vice-president;
Mrs. Warren Graham, fourth vice-president; Mrs.
Martin Nall, recording secretary and Mrs. Louis
Weaks, auditor.
Continuous rains Friday and Saturday night
caused Harris Fork Creek to flood all of the low-
lands in and around Fulton early Saturday;
several places on Fourth and Lake Street were
flooded, and some damage was caused. The ex-
tensive rains have been in general; the Dyersburg
area expects its highest water in history; all
branch railroad schedules have been out of opera-
tion due to washouts, but the main line to Mem-
phis has been well maintained.
The new moving picture show at Water Val-
ley will open every Friday and Saturday night,
beginning this week.
In a major real estate deal here this week the
Kramer Lumber Company became the owner of
the old Webb foundry property on Walnut Street.
An 80x20 vacant lot east of the building was also
included in the deal and T. J. Kramer said that he
would build a modern 60x180-foot building
here for a lumber and building-material head-
quarters. Three years ago the Kramer Lumber
Company of Fairfield, Ill., bought the stock of the
old W. K. Hall business on Fourth Street, this
year selling lot and building to R. H. Wade, who
will move the Snow-White Motor Company
there.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
MARCH 14, 1952
Billy Yates, son of popular A&P Food Store
manager Barney Yates, had a wonderful experi-
ence recently. He is stationed with a submarine
base in Pearl Harbor and was called in by his
superior to ask if he would like to take a sub-
marine trip home in the near future.
The answer isn't hard to guess if you could
see the smiles on Barney's face. Any day a phone
call is expected from Billy in San Francisco let-
ting his folks know that he has arrived in the
United States.
Announcement is made this week by the
publishers of the Fulton News that they have
purchased the Underwood Bakery Building on
Commercial Avenue from Ira W. Little. The spac-
ious building will house the printing and publish-
ing offices of the newspaper at an early date.
Robert W. Burrow was elected president of
the Fulton Young Men's Business Club Tuesday
at their semi-annual election. Other officers in-
clude John Joe Campbell, Richard Cummings,
Harry Bloodworth, Bertes Pigue, C. D. Jones and
James McDade.
Mrs. Horace Reams, outstanding resident of
Obion County and prominent in club affairs of
Fulton County was named president of the Ful-
ton Woman's Club at its open meeting last week.
She succeeds Mrs. Jack Carter who has served
the club efficiently for the past two years.
Dale Cummings, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie
Cummings of Dukedom has been named valedic-
torian of the 1952 graduating class of South Ful-
ton High School and Joyce Taylor, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Taylor of Fulton, Route 4 is
second ranking student in the class according to
an announcement by Principal Mac Burrow.
Music lovers in the Fulton area are awaiting
with enthusiasm the appearance here of Lee
Luvisi of Louisville, 14-year-old pianist who has
been acclaimed by America's foremost critics as
a musical genius.
Luvisi is being brought to Fulton under the
auspices of the Music Department of the Wo-
man's Club and the date of his recital is April 28.
Tickets to the event will go on sale shortly and
interested persons are asked to buy early as the
Woman's Club will seat a small number as com-
pared to the hundreds who will wish to hear him.
John B. Watts county agent, and Mrs. Bertha
McLeod, home demonstration agent of Fulton
County have been invited by Dr. Frank Welch,
dean of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, to attend a meeting of extension
agents at Dawson Springs next Monday for the
purpose of discussing plans for the establishment
of a youth and educational camp there.
NOTEBOOK—
continued from page one
Incidentally, the bill that Senator Hub-
bard originally introduced to raise the salar-
ies of appellate judges, circuit judges and
master commissioners has also passed the
House and Senate.
With the pay increase that Hibbard vot-
ed for himself, and the pay increases that
he originally introduced for the above-named
officers, thousands, upon thousands, upon
thousands of dollars will be added to your
tax bill and mine as a result of Hubbard's
generosity.
We don't necessarily object to these pay
increases, it's just that what is good for Hub-
bard's goose, is also good for Ford's gander,
don't you think?
About Public Drunkenness
Last week the Kentucky General As-
sembly passed a bill that would abolish pub-
lic drunkenness as a crime and would estab-
lish by law a program to rehabilitate alcohol-
ics and drug abusers.
The bill passed the House 73-11 and was
sent to the Senate for concurrence. It stipu-
lates that all city ordinances would be re-
pealed that make public intoxication an of-
fense and would prevent any such ordinances
from being adopted in the future.
At first glance this seems like a humani-
tarian bit of legislation, but when you con-
template it, the obstacles to its administra-
tion are monumental. Think of it!
As a for instance take a person who has
a few too many at a party. He leaves, drives
his car home, and is arrested for drunken-
ness. Instead of being fined, as he normally
would be for the offense, he is lectured, told
to go home and sober up, and that's the end
of it, because the new law would consider the
drunkenness not a criminal offense.
Then there's the guy who is a steady
visitor in the local police courts once or twice
a week. He would pay no fine because
he has not committed an offense under the
new law. So then he becomes eligible for re-
habilitation, but where, how, when?
This bill is what is called "sleeper" leg-
islation. If it passes, we can look forward to a
wave of public drunkenness like we've never
seen. And what is more, no recourse to the
law for keeping it under control.
I remember what Henry Maddox told
me one time. . . "there are just too many
laws being enacted in this country." I heart-
ily agree. And a lot of them just as noble,
and just as silly as the one proposed to reha-
bilitate public drunkenness through the
courts and not the medical route.
TV Planning
Perhaps the most amazing bit of com-
munity planning I've ever seen is being
done here by the Fulton Electric System in
cooperation with the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority.
Last Thursday night in Fulton, Jane
Cummins of the TVA staff, unveiled an
"Operation Uplight" for Fulton that made
even the most conservative merchant drool
with enthusiasm. Miss Cummins' plan trans-
forms the down-town area of Fulton into a
thing of beauty, with wide sidewalks, malls,
small courts along the parking areas, and a
score of other assets that would make it the
tourist spot of the mid-south.
In looking at the plans I couldn't help
but think what could be done with down-
town Hickman, with its colorful river-front
area, its history and its charm. Hickman is
an ideal setting for a New Orleans-type
street decor with little parks and courtyards
spotted here and there.
New City Maps
If you haven't seen a copy of Fulton's
new city maps you ought to get one soon.
The full scale photograph of the city's streets
is accompanied by many of the city's assets
and characteristics. It is a splendid mailing
piece.
AS OLD AS THE GREEKS. . The ab-
sent-minded professor is not the product of
any anti-intellectual era. He is as old as hu-
mor itself. The source of the following story
is an old Greek joke book:
"A barber, a bald-headed man, and a pro-
fessor were traveling together. They had to
sleep one night in a lonely area and agreed
that they would take turns guarding their
possessions.
The barber took the first watch. Wishing
tcrisy a joke, he shaved the professor's head
while LE slept. When the barber's watch was
over. he awakened the professor.
The professor, rubbing his head as he
awoke, discovered that it was bare. 'Why
that scoundrel,' he exclaimed, 'He's awaken-
ed the bald-headed man instead of me'."
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
KATHLEEN JONES MARY VIRGINIA GIBBS CATHY OWENS
Students Gain Betty Crocker Awards
The four Betty Crocker
Homemakers of Tomorrow
winners have been announced for
Obion County high schools, one
each at Union City, Obion County
Central, Kenton and South
Fulton.
The girls are now eligible for
state and national awards which
carry scholarships to the college
of their choices. The state winner
will receive a $1,500 grant while
the national winner will .get a
$5,000 award. She will be
announced in April.
Selected from Union City we
Kathy Jones, daughter of Dr. an
Mrs. Laurence Jones.
Kathy is a member of the Uni
City chapter of the Fut,
Homemakers of America and of
the Beta Club. She attends the
First Christian Church in Union
City.
Mary Virginia Gibbs, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. P.S. Gibbs of
Troy, is the award winner at
Obion County Central.
Miss Gibbs is president of the
school's Foreign Language Club,
vice president of the Future
Business Leaders of America and
treasurer of the Beta Club.
She attends and is active in the
New Ebenezer Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Diana Polsgrove, the current
Obion County Fairest of the Fair,
claimed the Betty Crocker
Award at Kenton High School
Miss Polsgrove, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Polsgrove,
was selected Most Talented in
Who's Who for the past two years,
is president of the senior class,
annual staff member, member of
the Beta Club, Future
Homemakers of America, the
Civil Air Patrol, Junior Honor
.Visitor to UT-Knoxville, varsity
basketball cheerleader and is the
current Miss Kenton High School.
Diana attends the Kenton
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church and is moderator of the
Obion Presbytery Youth
Fellowship.
South Fulton's Betty Crocker
recipient is Cathy Owens,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
B. Owens.
Cathy was an alternate
delegate to Girls State, a junior
honor student and a school and
county Essay Contest winner.
She also has attained
membership in the Society of
Outstanding High School
Students, is a member of senior
Who's Who, on the annual staff
and a member of the Health
Occupation Club.
Cathy is a member of the First
United Methodist Church
Bert Combs' Floral Clock Still
Making Money At Frankfort
FRANKFORT, Ky.--If
you've ever taken a scenic tour
of the State Capitol grounds in
Frankfort, you may have
wondered what becomes of all
the coins tossed in the pool at
the base of the Floral Clock.
Mrs. Robert Cullen, a
Frankfort resident who is
associated with the Garden
Club of Kentucky, shares the
responsibility of determining
how the funds will be spent
with the state's First Lady and
a representative from the
governor's staff.
Each year a portion of the
pool's receipts, which are
collected by the Kentucky
Department of Public
Information, is used to provide
a $250 scholarship to a worthy
horticulture student at the
University of Kentucky. The
Garden Club of Kentucky
annually matches that sum to
provide scholarship for a
second student.
The rest of the money is
given to public institutions
which serve children and is
donated "to whoever needs it
the most," according to Mrs.
Cullen.
While it has not yet been
determined which institutions
will receive funds this year, in
the past the money has
provided for such things as
recreational material for the
Kentucky Reception Center in
Jefferson County and
Christmas presents and a
gardening project for children
under care at the Frankfort
State Hospital and School.
The money also funded
preparation of a nature trail on
the old state farm across the
Kentucky River from the
Governor's Mansion which will
be used by Scout and 4-H
groups.
An annual average of $1000
has been collected from the
pool in recent years which is
quite a drop from the $2000
average the first few years
after the clock was completed.
The only explanation Mrs.
Cullen can offer for the
decline is "a lack of interest"
on the part of the public.
No one initially expected
the pool would be used as a
wishing well, but when the
clock was completed in 1961
coins immediately began
showing up on the bottom. It
was at this point that Gov.
Bert Combs asked the Garden
Club of Kentucky, and
through them, Mrs. Cullen, for
help in determining what
should be done with the
money.
Mrs. Cullen has held her
volunteer job since the clock
was dedicated in May 1961.
She seems to delight in the
longevity of her service and
the fact that she has outlasted
three governors.
"I've seen them come and
go," she laughs.
HE COULD HAVE BEEN a
mason, but he was stoned half
thc time...a Warsaw cab dri‘cr
but he kept running into Poles
....a dairyman, but the job
cowed him. —Fisch 0 Broin.
BREAKS THE ICE -- It's just a start, but the few coins
that Mrs. Robert Cullen dipped from the Floral Clock
pool this winter day, will be added to greatly when
warm weather thaws the ice. Mrs. Cullen has helped
decide the charitable disposition of the $1000 to $2000
gathered annually from the pool since the clock's
completion in 1961. (Karen Tam Photo)
Nellie Meadows, Festival exhibitor,
has new water color of wildlife
By Helen Price Stacy
It seems only a short time
ago that the attractive brunette
with the breathless, little-girl
voice that speaks adultly called
me aside during an art show
at Natural Bridge State Resort
Park and said, "Guess what
my Christmas present is going
to be this year'?"
It was October and a warm,
sunny Sunday afternoon with
much of autumn, Halloween,
Thanksgiving and snow yet to
go before Christmas, but Mrs.
Nellie Meadows had made up
her mind, and with cooperation
of Mr. Meadows had decided to
reproduce her watercolor
paintings of Kentucky wild-
flowers into prints. She had been
painting for several years and
had come to the realization that
she wanted to move into a broad-
er field with her work.
Mrs. Meadows showed many
of her paintings at the Banana
Festival three years ago.
"My husband Roscoe has
already told me he would make
the prints my Christmas pres-
ant."
But also present that day was
Beattyville writer Nevyle
Shackelford who wrote a piece
about Mrs. Meadows' plans. And
he caused Mr. Meadows to have
to look around for another gift,
for an art print company soon
had the artist under contract.
Since then the Clay City artist
has visited with hundreds of
clubs, schools and libraries and
has made numerous personal
appearances to promote her
prints and as a result has en-
deared herself to countless
people, young and old.
In her first print series were
eight wildflowers -- violet,
chicory, spiderwort, goldenrod,
dandelion, thistle, cattail and
partridge pea. She then came out
with larger prints of the tulip
popular and Kentucky creeper.
Recently in Hemlock Lodge,
Natural Bridge State Resort
Park, she unveiled her first in
a series of prints which shows
her interpretation of the upper
Red River Gorge. Unlike her
other prints, the gorge scene
was done in oils and indicates
still another dimension of the
artist.
Prior to the showing in Hem-
lock Lodge, she had called to
tell me about the written print
and an essay that accompanies
each one. "Nevyle has written
the most beautiful essay I ever
read."
The popular writer from Mul-
berry Hill—his farm is in
Lee County--and Mrs.Shackei-
ford was present for the recep-
tion at the park near Slade.
The artist and writer blend the
print and the essay into a true
collector item.
Knowledgeable about botany
and nature, Shackelford, who is
with the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service,
has written an easy-to-read
piece that is packed with infor-
mation.
Both artist and writer live
In a scenic area that en-
compasses Red River and the
gorge, Kentucky River and its
tributaries, the land of Boone,
Jonathan Swift and Indians who
once roamed traces in the cliff
and canyon country. . . .and the
land of more than 1000 wild-
flowers and shrubs.
The Powell artist devotes
most of her time to painting
and guest appearances, but en-
joys bowling with her husband,
a Clay City businessman, and
helping oversee Red River His-
toric Museum located in Clay
City.
Her son Larry Meadows is
an authority on Red River and
the gorge which includes Swift's
Camp Creek. He has hiked
throughout the region, rappelled
the cliffs, canoed the rapids,
spelunked caves, studied plants
and geological formations and
researched the legends and
languages of rocks, trees and
the Indians who left their mark
in the gorge.
The new Nellie Meadows print
shows huge boulders that in eons
past had tumbled to the canyon
floor. On one side is a canoe
and fishermen on the other
a green background of trees.
The Meadows family of Clay
City and the Shackelfords of
Beattyville make a talented
combination, especially when
the painting of one and the
writing of another are reveal-
ing of Kentucky's magnificent
scenery and its trees, rocks
and flowers.
For Nellie Meadows who in
late 1968 decided to offer her
work in limited edition prints,
her growth in the field of art
has been like the unfolding of
one of the flowers she paints.
It is when she tells about
the "truly wonderful people
I've met" that she gets breath-
less almost, for of her blessings
she most of all cherishes her
friends and the many people she
has met in her visits throughout
Kentucky.
Vava Finch, Paul Cook
Plan June 4 Wedding
Plans for a June 4 wedding at the First
United Methodist Church in Fulton, Kentucky
are being made by Miss Vava Elizabeth Finch.
daughter of Mrs. Guy Watkins Finch of Route 5.
Fulton and the late Mr. Finch, and Paul Wendell
Cook, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wendell
Cook, Sr., of Memphis, Tennessee.
The bride-elect was an hon-
or graduate of South Fulton
High School. She graduated
magna cum with a Bich-
elor of Science degree from the
college of Home Economics at
the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville, where she was a
member of Chi Omega soro-
rity, Phi Kappa Phi and Omi-
cron Nu. She received the
Master of Science degree in
Consumer Economics from
Cornell University at Ithaca,
New York. She is presently
employed as a home economist
for the General Electric House-
wares Division in Bridgeport,
Connecticut.
Mr. Cook was graduated from
Humboldt High School. He at-
tended the University of Tenn-
essee at Martin and Memphis
State University, with a major
in business prior to his in-
duction into military service.
He is currently serving in the
United States Navy and is
stationed at Newport, -Rhode
Island.
Miss Finch is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Albert Gal-
latin Wallace and the late Mr.
Wallace of Hornbeak, Tenn-
essee and the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Henry Finch of Route
5, Fulton.
Mr. Cook is the grandson of
Mrs. Horace Ray Cook and the
late Mr. Cook and of Mr, and
Mrs. Homer Parks , all of
McKenzie, Tennessee.
Notes and News From—
Haws Memorial
A visit by the junior high
Beta Club of Cayce School last
week was a delightful treat.
The students decided to ob-
serve National Beta Club Week
'by deliverfig Easter baskets to
each patient at Haws. They
were a spontaneous, cheerful
group singing and chatting with
the patients. It would be hard
to find a more friendly, talent-
ed or well-mannered group of
students. They really bright-
ened our day and brought smiles
to our faces.
There were twenty-six visit-
ing students. Barry Durham,
Sherrie King, Ronnie Adams,
Ronnie Workman, Tommy Cur-
lin, Janie Linker, Marcia How-
ell, Sharon Sargent, Jeanna
Roberts, Betty Austin, Bobby
Hill, Karen Fulcher, Timmy
Bennett, Timmy Perry. Larry
Powell,
Mitchell Cochran, Dallas
Barlow, Frieda Alford, Lynda
Alexander, Naomi Phillips,
Becky Hicks, Steve Jamison,
Ricky Sadler, Joe Clark and
Darline Brown.
Their sponsors were Betty
Easley, Patti Hilton and Roy
Logan.
We enjoyed having some of
Mrs. Hancocks fifth graders
from South Fulton School last
Friday. They entertained us
with their skit and songs.
Mary Ann Fields was out on
Monday morning and helped with
Mrs. Stephens, Le Cornu,Sum-
merville, William Leath and
Walter Stovall in decorating
place mats for St. Patrick's
Day.
The B&PW has graciously
offered to assist us in creating
_
SERVES AS PAGE
Danna Depp. eldest crtughter
of Mrs. Carmen Pigue Depp of
Owensboro, recently had the
honor of being invited to serve
as a page for the state legisla-
ture in Frankfort, She is the
granddaughter of Mrs Ramelle
Pigue, Fulton.
Easter centerpieces for our
dining tables.
Carolyn Curd, a nurses aid
at Haws, has a son who is in
the Marines, stationed at Parris
Island. He would enjoy hearing
from some home folks. His
address is:
Pvt. Earl E. Curd 407-84-9506
Platoon 126 B Company
First Recruit Training Depot
Parris Island, South Carolina
29905
Next week we'll give you
highlights of the grand March
birthday party the Tri County
Homemakers gave for us.
Shirley J. King,
Greg P. Corbin
Exchange Vows
Miss Shirley Jean King,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ran-
dall King of Fulton, and Greg
Pierce Corbitt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Houston Corbitt, of Obion,
Tennessee, were united in mar-
riage on February 22, 1972 at
the Central Baptist Church in
Martin, Tennessee.
The bride is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
King and Mrs. Edna Royer, all
of Fulton. Mrs. Corbitt was
a member of the 1970 gradu-
ating class of Fulton High School
and was graduated from
Draughon's Business College in
Paducah. She is presently em-
ployed at the University of
Tennessee at Martin, Tenn-
essee.
Mr. Corbitt is the grandson of
the late Mr. and M's. Charles
Corbitt of Union City and Mrs.
Lorene Pierce of Nacodogo-
ches, Texas. He is a 19'70
graduate of Obion County Cen-
tral High School, and has two
years at the University of Tenn-
essee, Martin. He is present-
ly employed by Fulton Radio
Staion WFUL.
Miss Vava Elizabeth Finch
Dr. Lamb Will Conduct June
Pilgrimage To Bible Lands
A significant pilgrimage to
the Bible Lands will be con-
ducted in June of this year by
Dr. and Mrs. Wayne A. Lamb
of Paris. It will be a 15-day
tour of Bible Lands and parts
of Europe, with an optional
extension to additional places
in Europe, visiting seven coun-
tries.
Dr. Lamb is District Super-
Hello World
IT'S A BOY!
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Al Jackson. Union City, on
the birth of a baby boy at 4:25
a. m. March 11. He weighed 6
pounds and 13 ounces.
IT'S A GIRL!
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Quinn of Hick-
man on the birth of a baby
girl at 3:14 p. .m. March 9. She
weighed 7 pounds and 8 ounticss.
PLEDGE FRATERNITY
William Jackson, son of Mrs.
Nancy Powerg, Fulton and
Billy Joe Scruggs, son of Mrs.
to Scruggs, Water Valley, are
among 15 men accepted for
pledgeship by Sigma Pi social
fraternity at Murray State Uni•
ersity Both are freshmen.
intendent of the Paris District
of the United Methodist Church
and M's. Lamb is President of
the Memphis Conference Wo-
men's Society of Christian Ser-
vice. They are experienced
travellers, having previously
conducted five other tours in
the last twelve years.
We have a ni..st attractive
itinerary this year. said Dr.
Lamb and the price is very
reasonable. We are pleased
to offer it to friends at this
time.
Those who are interested in
making such a tour may contact
Dr. and Mrs. Lamb at 110 Og-
burn Street, Paris, Tennessee,
for further information.
-
055OES MEETS
Fulton City Chapter No. 41
Order of the Eastern Star met
in stated session at 7:30 p. m.
on Tuesday, March 14, at the
Masonic Temple, for the pur-
pose of inspection by the
Worthy Grand Matron Mrs.
Gertrude U. 'Moore of .Muriford-
lite, Kentucky.
MORROW HOSPITALIZED
II E Morrow, ICRR engi-
neer, is in the Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah His TDORI
number is Room 435, fourth
floor. He is reported slightly
improved.
Dear Ann Land rs: I am
so mad I could spit nails. Store
hours are printed in great big
block letters on the front door:
OPEN FROM 9:30 A.M. UNTIL
5:30 P.M. Yet almost every
evening someone meanders in
at 5:25 and keeps me there
until 5:40 or later. I don't
get paid extra for overtime
work, but I have to do it any-
way. Is this fair?
After putting in a full day
with the loony public I'm plen-
ty glad to see the doors close.
Yet I haven't been out of this
place at 5:30 in three months.
I would appreciate it if you'd
print my letter and clobber
the slobs.---Utica Gripe
Dear U. Gripe: It's obvious
that you aren't the boss, and
with your attitude you'll NEVER
be one. The purpose of retail
establishments is to accommo-
date customers. Without cus-
tomers a store can't stay in
business.
A competent employee is in-
terested in moving mer-
chandise. He doesn't resent
staying with a customer who is
buying, or even looking. He
should be willing to give court-
eous and helpful service even
if it's inconvenient for him.
I don't know how old you are
or how long you've been a
4#141 .2africie4L
— Your Problems Bririg Answers —
sales clerk, but I suggest you your son Billy and Rod's son
look for another job. Clock- Johnny like each other." I
watchers don't enjoy their work told her, It wasn't luck. They
and they shouldn't be serving had no choice. We are a fam-
the public. ily. All members of our fam-
ily must work together and
Dear Ann Landers. As a Play together." Spread this
stepmother who is about to gospel, will you, Anc?--Success
celebrate her third wedding an- In Schenectady
niversary, I'd like to pass on
the benefit of my experience.
It was a second marriage for
both Rod and me. We each
had a son. Here are some
simple rules, which, if follow-
ed, will reap rich rewards:
1. Refuse to argue with or
defend yourself against the ex-
wife or her relatives. You
can't win and there's no chance
that you'll come out looking
good. Refer all questions, com-
plaints and requests to your
spouse.
2. Never compromise or
give in to a stepchild because
you think it will curry favor.
He'll respect and love you more
if you are firm but fair.
3, When a child awakens
during the night, let the step-
parent comfort him. It will
create a feeling of confidence
and trust.
My husband's mother said
to me recently, •You're lucky
Dear Ann Landers: I was
fascinated by the letter from
"Swinger's Wife," because I
saw myself between the lines.
My swinger was 73 years old.
For the last six years of his
life he spent every weekend
with his girl friend. They took
plane trips everywhere--
attended boxing matches, foot-
ball games, ,went hunting, trout
fishing, swimming golfing, to
the sea shore and the mountains,
Just name it and they went.
Several months ago he had
a heart attack at a bingo game
in another city. His picture
was in the paper—being car-
ried out on a stretcher. Some
Idiot newspaper reporter made
a very funny story out of it.
It was picked up by our local
press. Well, it wasn't so funny
when that picture appeared in
the paper with his girl friend
draped over him. His child-
ren didn't laugh very much
and neither did I. The heart
attack wasn't serious but he
couldn't hold his head up after
that, He died a year later and
I think that's what killed him,
Dear Friend:• Nothing suc-
ceeds like success. Consider I hope every swinger real-
it spread. ices what a risk he is taking
• when he tools around.--
Swinger's Widow.
Dear Friend: Thanks for
writing. And now a word to
you swingers But for the
grace of God it could have
been you. Scary, isn't it?
Is an upcoming wedding
driving you bananas? Ann Lan-
ders' comprehensive booklet,
The Bride's Guide," gives you
the facts from the inital
announcement to the last bill
and who should pay It. To
receive your copy, virite to
Ann Landers, in care of this
newspaper, enclosing a long,
stamped, self-addressed envel-
Me and 35C in coin.
Menial Health Program Focuses
On Activities For The Elderly
LEXINGTON, Ky.--Life
was once an exciting
experience for Sarah.
She had been an active,
well-trained Lexington school
teacher, living in her own
home In a well
-established
Lexington neighborhood.
Sarah never married and gave
her life to her students--who
she called "her children."
But following retirement, a
change gradually came about
In Sarah's life. She was found
wandering aimlessly on
downtown Lexington streets.
Having lost touch with the real
world, she would be taken
home only to become again
disoriented.
Sarah was several times a
patient at Eastern State
Hospital, improving after each
Stay only to regress upon
returning home. Finally she
became a resident at a
Lexington personal care home.
Despite good care Sarah
continued to become more
and more remote from those
around her.
"When we first saw her, she
would just come to the day
room and lie down on the
couch with her eyes tightly
closed," said Mrs. Pat Taylor
of the Lexington
Comprehensive Care Center.
"We would always try to
talk with her and never let her
believe that we would go away
If she ignored us. Our craft
projects and recreational
activities gradually stimulated
her interest and she became
one of our program's most
active participants."
The program to which Mrs.
Taylor refers is a relatively
new service of the Bluegrass
East Mental Health Center
operated by the Bluegrass
Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Regional Board.
The service, now being
offered at two personal care
facilities, features a program of
planned activities for their
senior citizens.
Residents are urged to
participate in craft projects,
shopping trips and short
sightseeing excursions as well
as being offered the complete
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KEEPING BUSY--A program of planned activities for
senior citizens is a new service offered at two Lexington
personal care facilities operated by the Bluegrass Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board. Here Ted Marshall, a
University of Kentucky sociology graduate student,
helps Dorothy Hill, an elderly resident, piece together a
puzzle.
range of mental health services
provided by the Lexington
center.
The more popular craft
projects range from making
pillows from scrap material
and discarded foam rubber to
scrapbooks with varnished
ply wood covers decorated
with old pictures and jewelry.
"My daughter will always
keep this," said one resident
about a scrapbook he had just
completed for a Christmas gift,
"just because I made it with
my own hands!"
"Even the more physicially
disabled or mentally disturbed
residents can take part in
activities like shredding the
foam rubber for the pillows,"
Mrs. Taylor noted.
The Lexington mental
hgaltb team takes many
residents on trips outside the
homes, including several
Lexington shopping centers,
the State Capitol in Frankfort,
the Valley View Ferry and
High Bridge.
"Just to be out and about is
good therapy," comments Mrs.
Taylor.
In addition to the two
homes now regularly visited,
Mrs. Taylor and her staff,
called the Geriatric
Res ocialization Team, are
hoping several others in the
area will soon be included.
"The owners of the homes
have been most cooperative
and are now beginning to see
the results of our work," she
said.
Mrs. Taylor, a registered
nurse, is assisted by two other
Lexington center
staffers--Richeal Streifel ,nd
Nina Rotter, both mental
health associates.
"We hope volunteers will
eventually take over many of
our activities," Mrs. Taylor
said "but we must screen them
very carefully."
The Bluegrass Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Board is one of 15 regional
non-profit corporations
composed of concerned
citizens from the multi-county
area served by each center.
With guidance from the
Department of Mental Health,
the boards administer a full
range of programs, providing
services for the mentally ill,
retarded, and alcohol and drug
abusers and addicts, as well as
preventative and educational
services.
•
Stubblefield Seeking
Eighth Term In House
Rep. Frank A. Stubblefield who is complet-
ing his seventh term in the House of Representa-
tives from the First Congressional District of
Kentucky, today annouinced his formal candidacy
for re-election in the Democratic Primary May
23, 1972.
P re sent 1 y, representative
Stubblefield is fourth ranking
member of the 36-member
House Agriculture Committee
and chairman of the Dairy and
Poultry Sub-committee, also
serving on the important To-
bacco Sub-committee and the
committee which handles
Watershed program.
program.
C on g re ssman Stubblefield
pledged his every effort to con-
tinue looking after the important
agricultural aspects of this
area. Congressman Stubble-
field likewise serves on the
House Merchant Marine and
Fisheries committee that con-
trols legislation for the Nation's
waterways.
In declaring his aim of con-
tinuing to represent the varied
interests of Western Kentucky,
Congressman Stubblefield said
that his chief ambition is to
broaden Federal cooperation
and financial assistance for
rural development in placing
greater stress on slowing down
the migration of farm families
to the larger cities where so
many are forced onto relief
rolls to survive.
Since the concerns of urban
and rural areas are interre-
lated, their problems cannot be
separated, and, if the economic
opportunities of rural dwellers
are increased and better public
facilities made available, Stub-
blefield believed that benefits
will accrue not only to the
rural America but to the entire
populace as well, and pledged
his unfailing effort to this goal.
L. M. McBRIDE
Continued from page one
Jones, and Bob Morgan.
Others remaining on the
Board include Kenneth Crews,
C.D. 
_Jones, James Needham,
Frank Woolf, Joe Tress, Har-
old Henderson and Guy Upton.
An address by Dr. N.D. Rob-
inson, associate professor of
animal science at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee, Martin., de-
lighted the audience with a
talk on What Makes Good Com-
munity Relations,"
Among guest attending were
Frank Albert Stubblefield, Con-
gressman from the First Dis-
trict of Kentucky, and Mrs.
Stubblefield. A telegram was
read from Congressman Ed
Jones of Tennessee expressing
his regret at not being able to
attend.
Other visitors recognized at
the meeting were Bob Browder,
President of Hadley Adhesive
and Chemical Co. of St. Louis
Tim McRandell, U.S.M. Cor-
poration, Marshall, Mich.,
James T. Catlett, Executive
Director, South Kentucky In-
dustrial Development Associa-
tion of Hopkinsville, David H.
Hallock, Regional Director,
Tennessee Staff Division for
New, Hickman Levee Delayed;
Engineers Cite Reasons
The secretary of the army's office has held
up approval of a $5 million levee project on the
Mississippi River in Fulton County because it
feels a few large landowners would receive a dis-
proportionate share of the benefits.
The secretary's office has asked the Corps of
Engineers to reconsider whether those landown-
ers should be required to pay for a part of the
levee. The corps has also been asked to re-
examine the economic feasibility of the project.
It involves a proposed 14-
mile levee on the Mississippi
just north of Hickman. The
wall would protect 11,500 acres
of mostly agricultural land from
flooding.
Three landowners would re-
ceive 44 per cent of the bene-
fits of the project.
The action by the secretary
of the army's office was brought
to light by U.S. Rep. M.G. Snyder
of Kentucky, a member of the
House Public Works Commit-
tee.
Snyder raised questions about
the project in a hearing last
month and then informed re-
porters of his doubts about the
plan, because of the share of
benefits to be received by the
three property owners.
Snyder's fellow Kentuckian,
First District Rep. Frank A
Stubblefield sponsored the 1963
resolution directing the corps
to study the feasibility of the
levee.
The engineers recomin.nded
in 1970 that the project be built.
At that time It had a favorable
ratio of benefits to costs. Since
then, however, an adjustment in
the cost formula because of
rising interest has given the
project a marginal rating.
Officials in the secretary of
the army's office said this week
that whenever a small number
of landowners receive a large
proportion of benefits from a
project, it raises the question
of whether they are receiving
a windfall.
"Since a significant portion
of the benefit accrues to sev-
eral landowners, shouldn't they
pay more?" asked Dr. James
Tozzi, director of program
planning in the Office of Civil
Functions.
But Donald Duncan, assistant
chief of the Office of Civil Fun-
ctions, said there are no writ-
ten guidelines defining the pol-
icy on the matter. *This wind-
fall benefit is a subjective sort
of thing," Duncan said.
A Corps of Engineers official
said that his agency considers
windfall benefits from the
standpoint of whether addition-
al land will be brought into
agricultural production because
of a flood-control projdct.
KENTUCKY
LEGISLATIVE
1
REPORT
FRANKFORT, Ky.--Gov.
Wendell H. Ford's $3.5 billion
state budget and its three
Everything
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should be.
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86 Proof Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, Ill.
supporting tax bills easily won
final passage in the state
Senate.
The budget bill passed
unanimously as it did earlier in
the House while the tax bills
got some opposition but no
serious threats.
Only the proposed
two-cents-a-gallon tax increase
got any real pressure from
opponents but still passed
23-13. All budget bills require
the vote of at least 20 Senators
to pass.
The new revenue provisions
will place a four per cent
severance tax on coal and
remove the sales tax on most
take-home grocery items.
Revenue experts say the tax
measures will save the average
Kentucky family of four about
$65 per year.
----•
A plan to make Kentucky
the first state in the nation to
Issue savings bonds was
unanimously approved by the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
The measure, sponsored by
House Majority Leader John
S winford, D-Cynthiana,
would establish a Kentucky
Savings Bond Authority which
could issue bonds with a
maturity of 15 years.
Speaking at a hearing on
the measure, state Finance
Commissioner Don E.
Bradshaw said the plan might
be frowned upon by the
federal government.
"The federal government is
not going to like this," he told
the committee. "It competes
with savings bonds and ours
are exempt from taxation."
Bradshaw said the project's
aim is to save money by
refinancing high-interest
turnpike bonds.
He estimated the bonds
could yield 4.5 per cent
interest at the outset, though
the rate would vary with
market conditions.
The savings bonds, unlike
general-obligation bonds,
would not be backed by the
full faith and credit of the
commonwealth, but Bradshaw
indicated the security would
be adequate.
The House of
Representatives passed the
presidential primary bill with
an amendment that would bar
candidates seeking more than
one party nomination and
independent candidates.
It would provide for
election of national.
convention delegates at the
regular primary election on the
first Tuesday after the fourth
Monday in May.
Candidates would get on
the primary ballot by petition
of at least 1000 registered
voters of a party, appointment
by a presidential
-candidate
selection committee or by
appearing in at least two other
primaries and getting at least 5
per cent of the total vote cast.
A subcommittee of the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee
unanimously voted against
passage of a proposed
three-cents-a-pack increase in
the state cigarette tax. -
Several tobacco industry
Spokesmen criticized
the increase a nd urged
continuation of the current
three-cents-per-pack tax, one
of the lowest in the nation.
Governor Ford signed into
law 16 more bills passed by
the General Assembly and
vetoed one measure because of
a drafting error.
Among those bills signed
were three consumer
protection measures, all part
of a large consumer package
backed by the Ford
administration.
Those signed would restrict
referral selling, protect users of
consumer credit and regulate
home solicitation sales.
Other bills signed would
allow two or more counties to
join in forming special purpose
districts, eyempt ncrsom from
civil liability for alininistering
emergency mettles: aid and
prohibit the possession of
"booby trap" devices.
The bill vetoed, Senate Bill
13, would amend various
sections of statutes relating to
administrative regulations and
create a permanent
subcommittee to review
administrative regulations.
NOTICE
South Fulton Fire
Department will flush
fire hydrants Monday
night March 20th, be-
tween 7 and 9:00 p. in,
CITY OF
! SOUTH FULTON
In this instance, according
to Forrest Swiggart, a corps
planner, only 1,100 acres would
fall into that category. "Our
initial conclusion was that there
would be no major benefits to
any one landowner," he said.
Normally, the corps pays
construction costs for a levee
project, and local interests
must provide the land and rights
of way for it, and agree to main-
tain it. If utilities must be re-
located or bridges rebuilt, that
also is paid for locally.
In this case, the question is
whether a special assessment
against the major landowners
should be made.
The corps' original plan cal-
led for a $4,9 million federal
expenditure, and local cost of
about $970,000.
A total of 38 owners hold the
land to be protected by the levee.
Rep. Snyder identfied the three
major owners as M.B. Major,
Roy Dillard and Mrs. Francis
LeTurneau.
John Wilson, temporary
chairman of the Hickman-Co-
lumbus levee district, said by
telephone from Hickman that
30 to 95 tenants worked for the
landowners.
Wilson said that local backers
of the project are now looking
for a way to improve Its cost-
benefit ratio. One possibility,
he said, would be to persuade
the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife
Commission to manage about
4,000 acres of land during the
winter as a duck hunting area.
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Industrial flevelopment of Jack-
sat, Tenn., Fred Harris, Ex-
ecutive Director, West Tenn.,
Industrial Assn. of Jackson,
W.R. Heaslet, Executive 01r-
ector, Union City-Obion County
Chamber of Commerce, and
Mrs. Heaslet of Union City,
T. W. Jones, Judge of Obion
County, James C. Menees,
Judge of Fulton County, Thomas
Fullerton, South Fulton City
Manager, Nelsen Tripp, Mayor
fo Fulton, and Mrs. Tripp, Lar-
ry Winders, Executive Vice
President , Mayfield-Graves
County Chamber of Commerce,
Don Mac Laren, President,
Hickman Chamber of Com-
merce, and Dr. Kilun Chekla
of Biafra, Chief Inspector at
Reelfoot Packing Co., Union
City, and Mrs. Chekla.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
'Alien's in Fulton's hospitals on
Wednesday, March 15:
HILLVIEW
John West, Hickman; Kaira
Williams, Earl Johnson, Water
Valley; Donna Bivens, Wingo;
Lucille Winston, Martin; Zora
Parks, South Fulton; Evelyn
Bynum, Blanche Callahan,
Mary Nell Lowe, Evelyn Eas-
ley, Jim Pate Lee. Beverly
Hagan, Rita Adams, Fulton.
FULTON
Mae Byars, Sliirley Lee.
Dukedom; Jessie Clay, Brirma
Ellison, Willie A. Mabry, Paul
Logan. Hickman: Reba Col-
tharpe, Versa Hopkins, Lonnie
Ingrum, Mary E. Taylor, Win-
go; Debbie Courtney, Clinton;
Daphne Mathis, Harvey
Vaughan. Martin; Porter Pil-
low, Dessie Robey, Water Val-
ley; Robert Howell, Wilmer D.
Owens, Jewell Ross. Ruth Stet-
tin, Bessie Wade, South Fulton;
John Beard, Catherine Bradley,
Lester Brown, Frances Cope-
land. Mary Louise Coonce, Bes-
sie Gotdder, Pat Holland, Sular
Mack, Mary C. Mantle, Brenda
Martin, Mary C. Parrish,
George Petty, Turner Pursell.
Cie Walker, Pearlee Ward,
Jack Harrison, Mamie Cox,
Fulton.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
"Happy Birthday":
Cathy Campbell Mew. Rex
Huddle, Mardi 16; Bubon Las-
siter, Ernest Hancock, March
17; Mrs. Addle Friable, Jtanice
Walker, March 16; Gary Mc-
Daniel, Pam Hurt, Mike
Wright, Ohazies Wbitnel, March
19; Layne Blackard, Makoh 20;
Chris McKinney, Letha Ann
Cashion. Margaret Jones,
March 21; Dennis Schrader.
Jimmy 'Powell, March 212.
OFFICIALS—A Legislative
Research Commission study
recommended overhauling the
fee system under which most
Kentucky county officials are
paid. The study called for
revenue sharing by the state to
help provide increased salaries
for the officials.
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: Price reckrced
on lirge, old colonial home
overlooking the •Missiseippi
River. It's a lovely oid home,
but much more room than we
need. The death of my we is
my reason for selling. Many
furnishinge included in ante
price. Call 236-2942.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sin-
cere thanks and appreciation to
all our friends and neighbors
for their prayers, cards. flow-
ers, food and expressiow of
symputhy shown us during the
illness and death of our loved
one, Frances Sanders. A very
specie* thanks to the Hornbeck
Funeral Home and to the doc-
tors and nurses of the Fulton
Hospital. Aliso. we thank Bin.
James Beat and Bro. Bobby
Copeland for their words of
ccmfort and to Mignon. Bill and
Alice for the special music.
May God bless each of you is
our prayer.
Marvin Sanders and children
ROOFING
For Fulton's New
HIGH SCHOOL
by
FULTON ROOFING CO.
201 Broadway, South Fulton
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
555-1212
Boston
San Francisco
Detroit
Dallas
Atlanta
Miami
Denver
Pittsburgh
Seattle
Kansas City
Boise
Omaha
Las Vegas
555-1212 is the easy way to get out-of-
town telephone numbers.
You just dial "1." Plus, the area code of
the place you want to call if it's different from
yours. Plus 555-1212. And the operator will
find the number you want. (You might want
to jot it down for future use.)
Then you can dial your call direct.
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DEATHS
Miss Maggie L. Dunn
Miss Maggie Lee Dunn, 78,
former Salant and Salant em-
ploye, Union City, and resident
of Route 5, Fulton, died at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday, March 8, in
the Clinton
-Hickman County
Hospital.
Born June 27, 1893, in Ob-
ion County, Tennessee, she was
the daughter of the lateJ.R. and
Mettle Wilson Dunn. She also
was employed at one time by
Baybee Shoe Company in Union
City and was a member of the
Central Church of Christ.
Survivors include a brother,
Toy Dunn, Fulton; six nephews,
Marvin Dunn, Nashville, Bobby
Dunn, South Bend, Indiana,
Richard Counsell, Los Angeles,
Bill, Nathan and Harold Coun-
sell, all of St. Louis.
Services were held at 3:30
p.m. Friday, March 10, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
Brother Charles Houser of-
ficiating. Interment was in Ob-
ion County Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were John Ver-
bine, William Smith, Bob Har-
ris, Bill Gray, Robert Foy, and
G.A. Thomas.
Fred T. Hassell
Fred Terry Hassell, Paducah,
died Sunday, March 12, at 8
p. :m. at Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville following a cerebral
hemorrhage. He was stricken
Saturday night while attending
the Regional Basketball tourna-
ment at Murray.
Born in Fulton, he was gradu-
ated from Fulton High School,
class of 1942, but spent most of
his life in Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Frances Hassell, Paducah; a
daughter, Mrs. Cindy Bouland,
Paducah; his mother, Mrs.
Thelma Terry Hassell, Padu-
cah; his father, W. B. Hassell,
Paducah; a sister, Mrs. Ken-
neth Jackson, Jacksonville,
Florida; a nephew; ton aunts,
Mrs. Eunice Kelley and Miss
Ruth Terry, both of Fulton.
A brother preceded him in
death.
Services were held at 2 p. in.
Wednesday, March 16, at Roth
Funeral Chapel with the Rev.
Hoyt Owen officiating. Inter-
ment was in Mlaplelawn Ceme-
tery.
John McNeely
John McNeely, Lt. Col. US
Army :Het, of Seattle, Wash-
ington and formerly elyeie Md-
thmi CommututPOW Tfilari7
day, March 9, at the Veterans
Hospital in Seattle. He was the
father of Mrs. Gene Tibbs of
Fulton.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Monday, March 13, at Lowes
Funeral Home in Lowes, Ken-
tucky. Interment was in the
Milburn Cemetery.
• CAYCE NEWS
Mrs. J. W. Amnions
Sympathy goes to the family
and friends of Mr. Jack Hack-
ett who died Sunday morning.
His son, Leonard, and family
are here from Ohio.
Turner Pursell is still in Ful-
ton Hospital.
Robert Harrison is also
there. Hurry and get well, boys.
A few from here who enjoyed
fish dinner at Reelfoot Lake
Sunday were: Rev. and Mrs.
Britt, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Sloan, Miss Eva Johnson, Mes-
dames Mamie Scearce, Effie
Roper and Della Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Cruce
and Mrs. Montez Oliver of Ful-
ton visited friends and relatives
here Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Roper
were in Memphis visiting her
son several days last week.
The Girl Scouts, their lead-
ers, and parents were at the
Methodist Church for the nine
o'clock service Sunday morn-
ing. They were celebrating 50
years of Girl Scouts in the
U.S.A. Yes, we had a big
crowd and a real good sermon.
Mrs. Margaret Wade visit-
ed her son, James Workman of
Paducah, and his family this
weekend.
We are sorry to hear of Mrs.
Mabry's (Donald's mother) fal-
ling and breaking her arm. She
Is in a hospital In Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Farmer of
qPrinceton, Kentucky visited her
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Sloan, Sunday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Campbell
attended a meeting in Calif-
ornia and while out there, they
visited Joe's three uncles, Ben,
Earl and Hubert Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Olshove
of Royal Oak, Michigan are
visiting her sister, Mrs. Lur-
line Cruce. They have also
been visiting in Florida.
Mrs. Chester Wade of Mem-
phis and her son Andy, of More-
head, Kentucky visited relative'.
In Cayce Sunday.
Tommy Joe Scearce and
family of Evansville, Indiana
visited his grandmother, Mrs.
Mamie Scearce Sunday after-
noon.
The tea, given at the Meth-
odist Fellowship Hall Sunda \
afternoon for Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Taylor was well attend-
ed.
Mrs. Sanders
Mrs. Frunces Morgan Sand-
ers, wife of Marvin Sanders
and resident of 505 College
Street, South Fulton, died Sat-
urday 'morning, March 11., at
the Fulton Hospital following
an extended illness. She was 69.
Born May 29, 1902 in Ballard
County, Kentucky, she was the
daughter of the late Alexander
and Lucindla H. Darden Mor-
gan. She was a member of the
First Baptist Church.
Surviving are her :husband; a
son, .Mick Sanders, South Ful-
ton; two daughters, Mrs. Ru-
ben Ainley, Dukedom and Mrs.
Elmer Liliker, Jr., South Ful-
ton; four grandchildren, Judy
Burgess, Hammond, Indiana,
Diane Dedmon, South Fulton,
Trudy Goodwin, Fulton and
William Slanders, South Fulton;
a great grandson, Chris Bur-
gess, Hammond, Indiana; two
brothers, George Morgan, Ful-
ton and Joe Morgan of La Cen-
ter, Kentucky; a sister, Mrs.
.Marye Mickie, Fulton.
Two brothers and a sister
preceded her in death.
Services were held at 3:30
p. m. Sunday, March 12, at
the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel
with the Rev. James Best and
the Rev. Bobby Copeland of-
ficiating. Interment was in
Obion County Memorial Gar-
dens.
Pallbearers were Boyce
Heithcock, Lonzo Moore, :Billy
Joe Morgan, Jack Morgan,
Bobby Ross and Allen Ross.
I. P. Kendall
John F. Cook
John F. Cook, 99, of Lnrtn-
ville. Kentucky, died Sunday,
March 12, in Miaani, Florida.
Mr. Cook had completed 20
years service with the U. S.
Air Force in N'ovember and re-
ceived his discharge.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee M. Cook,
Lynnville; a brother; two chil-
dren.
Services were held at 12 noon
Thursday, March 16 at the
Jackson Funeral Chapel in
Dukedom with Brother William
Hardison officiating. Interment
was in the Lynnville cemetery.
Ruder Is 'Mister'
To Other Servants
LONDON—Originally, butlers
—bouteilliers, or bottle bearers
in France—presided chiefly over
a household's wine and spirits
supply. The true English butler
may have his own valet, and at
meals is served by lesser ser-
vants, who run his errands and
address him as "Mister."
"Cancer Nursing" Will Be
Workshop Theme At Paducah
"Cancer Nursing Now will be
the theme for an all-day work-
shop to be held at the Cabana
Club on Highway 60, 62 and 68
in Paducah, Kentucky on March
28 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Miss Virginia Barckley, the
national nursing constultant for
the American Cancer Society in
New York City, will be the guest
speaker.
Registered Professional
Nurses, Licensed Practical
Nurses and nursing students
who are interested in coming
may send names and registra-
tion fees to Mrs. Ben Brown,
R.N., Route 1, North Friend-
ship Road, Paducah, Kentucky
42001. Registration fee is$3.50
to members of the American
Nurses' Association, The Ken-
tucky State Association for Lic-
ensed Practical Nurses and stu- The sergeant attended North
dents. Marion High School, Reddick,
Registration fee for all others Fla. His wife, Lucy, is the
is $6.00. The registration fee daughter of Mrs. Sylvia Greer
Includes the cost of luncheon of Rt. 2, London, Ky. Mrs.
and coffee break. Brown's father, J.E. Travillian,
The workshop will be spon- lives on Rt. 4, Fulton, Ky.
sored by the American Cancer
Society and Kentucky Nurses'
Association, District 5.
SERVICE NOTES
Knob Noster, Mo.--U.S. Air
Force Staff Sergeant Calvin 0,
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Brown, Fairfield, Fla.,
has been named Outstanding
Supply Man of the Quarter at
Whiteman AFB, Mo.
Sergeant Brown was selected
for his leadership, exemplary
conduct and duty performance.
He serves with a unit of the
Strategic Air Command, Amer-
ica's nuclear deterrent force
of long range bombers and
intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles.
WRATHER RIPONT
(From current readings end
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
MARCH 1972
Date High Low Precip.
1 68 59 .61r
(Severe storm 11:30 pm; winds
to 60 mph; hail; much damage
in area).
2 66 28
!Storm continued: much cold-
er: freezing rain and Sleet).
3 34 26 .00
4 42 31 .20r
5 49 26 .00
6 60 26
7 57 46 ...................23r
8 48 32  00
9 56 23  .00
10 72 34 ..........   .00
11. 77 44  00
12 78
13 63 46 20r
11 68 36 .00
(r) rain, 4s) snow
The annual packaging bill for
U.S. brewers is nearly 8900 mil-
lion.
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Aliens Hold 84%
01 Migrant Jobs
BRUSSELS — Non- membe.
countries supplied 84.2 per cent
of the migrant labor force in
Common Market countries in
1970. Yugoslavia provided the
greatest proportion with 25 per
cent of the total, followed by
Turkey with 16 per cent and
Portugal with 13 per cent.
Italians made up only 13 per
cent of the total labor move-
ment within the market.
Greenfield Monument Works
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
— In Operation 68 Years —
* Large Display *
* Well Lighted At Night *
Open Sunday Afternoons *
Greenfield
Phone 235-2293:
Isaac Powell Kendall, retired
Obion County Farmer died at
10 p.m. Friday, March 10, af-
ter an extended illness. He
was 71.
Born March 7, 1901, the son
of the late Isaac and Mamie
Tucker Kendall, he had resided
on Route 2, South Fulton, for
the past 23 years, moving there
from Hornbeak, Tennessee. He
was a member of the Chapel
Hill United Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mamie Tidwell Kendall; a son,
Lee Powell Kendall, Fulton; a
daughter, Mrs. Sandra Kay Fra-
zier, Fulton; a granddaughter,
Melissa Kay Frazier, Fulton;
five brothers, Jim Kendall, Ray
Kendall and Frank Kendall, all
of Hornbeak, Tennessee, Carl
Kendall, Martin and Luther
Kendall, Troy, Tennessee; a
half-brother, Sam Kendall Lit-
tle.,Rock, Arkansas; two sisters,
f24t
eMc ra r lad andrrRetL-casatsbothof 
Plymouth, Michigan; a half-
sister, Mrs. Etta Blanche Har-
ris, Union City.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Sunday, March 12, at the Horn-
beak Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. T.Y. Smithmier officiat-
ing. Interment was in Obion
County Memorial Gardens.
_
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
The pre-Easter revival will
begin at Good Springs Thursday.
night March 30. Rev. Oren
Stover, pastor, will bring the
messages each evening. A
very special invitation is ex-
tended to the community to
join in these services.
Mrs. Mac Byars is still a
patient at Fulton Hospital mak-
ing very slow progress.
Dukedom Homemakers were
well supported by the commun-
ity in their annual bake sale,
proceeds are used for the var-
ious community drives.
Those from our community
attending the funeral of Mrs.
Bell Farmer at St. Louis were: •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Rickman,
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vincent,
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Yates, Mrs.
Eliza5eth Darnell. Mrs. Farm-
er was the sister-in-law of Mrs.
Grover True and Mrs. Innis
Vincent both of whom were
unable to go.
Jimmie Clapp celebrated his
seventeenth birthday Sunday
with a dinner prepared by his
grandmother Mrs. Grace Arm-
strong. Rev. Bill Smalling and
Mavis Parker were guests.
Many nice gifts were received
and the day was enjoyed very
much.
The date for Vacation Bible
School at Good Springs has been
set for the week June 5-9. Fur-
ther information concerning
this will be given later.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Mc-
Guire and Mr. and Mrs. Elson
McGuire visited Mrs. Mary
Hendrick at Murray Sunday
afternoon and found her doing
very will indeed.
Mrs. Kaye Alford. and Mrs.
Beulah Bailey went to Memphis
Monday for Mrs. Bailey's eye
check-up and to visit with Mrs.
Linda Shelton.
illlnemerileeed.Rmessiminesnie
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Futton
Phone 479-1364
Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
— Vinyl and Tile
--'Downs and McGee Carpeting
Upholstarittp, Mitclern end
Antique
—VIking Kitchen Carpeting
ITEND
The Cathedral of Orvieto
HS inspired by the tnir-
acle of liolsena in the
13th centtir when a
priest performing the of-
fice of the mass saw
blood issue fr  lire
gashes in the wafer. re-
sembling the lire w ..... ids
of Christ. 'rills miracle
was considered proof of
t ransobst antis lion. This
photograph is of the
Cathedral %liar.
THERE is no greater mirach• than man's finding his own soul, yet
how few of us salvage that revelat•  fr  a life of wordly cares.
It is in the Church. and there alone that peace, love, and divine medi-
tat•  an ilend in that perfe( t ha  • which teaches us to believe.
f: • to Church and lw enveloped by the blessi ig of His word . . •
HURCH EGO LARLY
This feature is sponsored by the f011aWing public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
J
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 4724060
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
t-Ickrnan South Fulton Union City
Fulton Electric System
Full." Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1361
Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Batter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-2655
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Compliments of
Fulion Bank
THE FRIINDLY BANK
Hornbeak Funeral Home
312 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky. 472-1411
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky. 472-3311
Henry I. Siegel Company, Ins.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good ciao* to work
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MN
clinaist, Ky. 6104,71
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OU1DA JEWELL
Continued from page one
as a Red Cross representative
in charge of moving Columbus
to higher ground away from
the river. He fell in love
with the place, and stayed on
to become Superintendent of
Hickman County Schools.
Mr. Rust, who had worked
for the U.S. Government in
India before coming to Hickman
County, was a talented writer
and a historian. We became
good friends while working to-
gether on the Centennial Edition
of the Hickman County Gazette
in 1953.
The Act of 1821 provided that,
as population growth Justified,
three other counties were to be
carved out of Hickman County.
These were designated as
Graves County, Calloway Coun-
ty, and McCracken County.
Accordingly, Calloway was
carved from the eastern portion
of Hickman in 1822. In 1823
Graves was organized, and Mc-
Cracken was organized in 1824.
For 18 years Jackson's Pur-
chase functioned as the four
counties-Hickman, Calloway,
Graves and McCracken.
Marshall County was carved
from Calloway in 1842. Also
in 1842, Ballard was carved
fr Hickman and McCrackenom
Counties, a tress Ridge community below
Hi Fulton was carved from the
southwest corner of the original
Hickman in 1845 to become the
99th county. It was named
alter Robert Fulton, inventor
of the steamboat--who was
sever known to have visited in ceived permission to dig near-
this area. The City of Hick- by.
man was designated the county Mr. Gattis' findings have in-
seat. eluded some Indian skeletons.
Finally, Carlisle was carved These were found at Sassafrass
in 1886 from the southern por-
tion of Ballard. Mr. Gattis does all his dig-
Fulton County was formed as ging in Fulton County.
the result of the struggle of The city of Fulton, the largest
three towns to be the county town in Fulton County, goes
seat of Hickman County. back to a wayside post office
The county seat of Hickman established in a little cabin on
County remained at Columbus the long road from now-dead
until 1829. The Kentucky Leg- Feliciana in Graves County and
islature at its session in the Jacksonville (near Harris) in
winter of 1827-28 passed an Tennessee.
act granting the citizens the The post office was called
right to open a poll and take Pon To Toc.
the vote in favor of a removal Dr. V postmaster of Pon To Tor and
umbus to the center of the 
. A. Hawkins became
of the seat of justice from Lai-
then of Fulton, which grew on
county, and from the site on the line
Three men, one from Mc- between Kentucky and Tenness-
Cracken County and two from ee. The name of the town was
Graves County were appointed changed to Fulton in 1860 when
commissioners to select the the Mississippi Central Rail-
site for the county seat as near road extended its line to the
the center of Hickman County Kentucky-Tennessee line and
as practicable, in the event built a station here. '
that a majority voted for re- At that time ther e were
moval. At the election a ma- three families living in Fulton.
jority did vote for the change They consisted of the Carrs,
and the commissioners were Bards, and the Normans.
notified. They chose Clinton A section of Fulton County
to be the county seat of Hick- which has received wide pub-
man County. Deity is Madrid Bend. It is
located forty-two miles from
Their selection did not give its county seat and at no point
satisfaction. Moscow had by attached to its mother state.
dividing line during the Civil
War, and suffered severely--
being plundered heavily by both
parties.
There are a few mounds in
Fulton County. They present
the appearance of "look-outs"
or may be altars on which the
natives of 'long ago" wor-
shipped. They are not works
of the modern Indians. A pe-
culiar earthen vessel has been
found in some of them--and
lately I have heard that some
skeletons have been found there.
These mounds are near Sassa-
frass Ridge, below Hickman,
and near Cayce.
There are also mounds in
Hickman County near Col-
umbus.
The largest Indian mound in
West Kentucky is located on the
Adams farm between Cayce and
Hickman in Fulton County, ac-
cording to Robert Gattis of
South Fulton, who is an author-
ity on the subject.
The Adams Mound near Cayce
covers thirteen acres, and is
twenty feet tall, and there is a
temple mound on top of it.
Mr. Gattis dug there in 1965,
but since then Mr. Adams has
not permitted digging on the
site.
The largest number of
mounds was located on the farm
of Miss Helen Tyler in the Sas.-
this time become a village of
considerable importance on ac-
count of its trade and com-
merce, and put up a fight for
the seat of justice.
It began to look like that
town would win after all, when
several citizens of Clinton slip-
ped up to the Kentucky Assem-
bly and took the wind out of
the sails of Moscow's claim
that she was in the center of
what was then Hickman County
by causing the formation of
Ballard County on the north
and, what was still worse, the
formation of Fulton County, with
Hickman as county seat, on the
south. That left Moscow en-
tirely out of the running as it
was then on the very edge of
the county of Hickman.
Formerly, the City of Hick-
man leaders had been for Mos-
cow and against Clinton but when
they were shown the way to get
a seat of justice for themselves
right there in Hickman, they at
once fell for it and that was
the end of MOSCOW'S chance to
gain the county seat.
County avoided the Mississippi
River, settling in the 'upper
end" of the county, near the
Tennessee line.
According to the diary writ-
ten by Thomas Ferrell, one of
the three founders of Mills
Point, which was later to be-
come the county seat of Ful-
ton County, he and Jim Mills,
a bachelor, and a third man by
the name of Woodring, all part-
ners in a lumber business,
founded the town, which was
named after Mills.
They first located the site
for their town on Oct. 10, 1802,
and finally moved there on May
3, 1804.
Ferrell, in his diary, told
of them witnessing the earth-
quake which formed Reelfoot
Lake, partly located in Ful-
ton County.
He wrote that he and his
partners were travelling down
the Mississippi River toward
'Orleans', when suddenly there
was 'a big light and a loud ex-
plosion." They then returned to
their homes in Mills Point.
In 1827 occurred the great
plague of squirrels, which
swarmed over the area destroy-
ing the corn and doing serious
damage generally.
One lady at Mills Point kil-
led seventy, one day with
her clothes paddle.
Mills Point was renamed
Hickman in 1837 after the
maiden name of the wife of
G.W.L. Marr, who at one time
owned the entire town and sev-
eral thousand acres around it.
There were no Indian Wars
In Fulton County, hut worse.
Fulton County was a sort of
ck man, but all except one has
been bulldozed off, Mr. Gattis
said.
Although Miss Tyler doesn't
permit digging on her farm,
Mr. Gattis and other have re-
The community is a part of
Kentucky by a queer flow of
the Mississippi River and by
the Grace of God.
Located in the far southwest-
ern region of Kentucky, it is
an isolated peninsula bounded
on three sides by the Mississ-
ippi River and itsonly landbor-
der is attached to the State of
Tennessee. Residents of Ma-
drid Bend must travel more
than 35 miles through Tenn-
essee to reach the county seat
in Hickman, Kentucky, and if
they choose to make the trip
by water must cross the Miss-
issippi River two times, and
still go through the state of
Missouri.
How did it get that way? His-
torians differ and geologists are
amazed that at this point of
America's geography it is the
sharpest bend in the Mississippi
River, and what is more, is the
only point where Missouri is on
the east side and the river flows
northward.
Madrid Bend covers 7,000
acres of land at the present
time. Years ago there were
more, but as the years go by
the land on both sides washes
into the river. It is approx-
imately forty miles around the
peninsula. At the Kentucky-
Tennessee state line it is now
only a half mile across. For-
merly it was three.
The people of Madrid Bend
make their living by farming.
The principal crop is cotton,
with some corn and beans. A
few of the citizens make shying
doing commercial fishing.
There is no town in Madrid
Bend--only what you might call
a community.
Over the years there have
been quite a few disputes over
Madrid Bend. Many Tenness-
eans think that it should be-
to Tennessee, some Missour-
ians believe that it should be-
long to Missouri, and of course,
Kentuckians disagree withthem
both. And the boundary line
between Kentucky and Tenn-
essee, at that point, has been
changed several times, until
no one knows where the ex-
act line is. It is very crook-
ed and there is a story that
the first surveyor was drunk
when he surveyed the line. As
there is uncertainty about the
line, it has been known for
Tennesseans to vote in Ken-
tucky.
Madrid Bend is really in
Kentucky and Tennessee, with
the portion on the peninsula
being known by many as
*Kentucky Bend". The earliest
name it had was a French
name, meaning•Greasy Bend'
a name given to it by the
French traders trappers, and
GUAM
Captain Joseph W. Beadles, Jr., (right) is congratulated on receiving the USO National
Council Special Award by Rear Admiral Paul E. Pugh during the annual USO dinner on
SWIM Feb. 29. (Official U. S. Navy Photo)
hunters who lived just across
the Mississippi, at the Spanish
and French town of New Ma-
drid. The Bend, of course, is
but a portion now of what was
once a wide fertile domain.
Here live three families under
the primitive conditions at first,
but they were on the great in-
land water highway, and when
steamboats became plentiful,
they were the envy of the less
fortunate ones who lived far
back in the hills, with no easy
way to ship their produce to
market.
There are many tales as to
how Madrid Bend came to be.
such as it was caused by the
1811-1812 earthquake, which for-
med Reelfoot Lake; that it was
caused by a change in the river;
and that it just gradually built
up in the river, but according
to at least one researcher,
the peninsula has always been
there, although the earthquake
did raise the land some.
The early, unusual happenings
in this area have always fas-
cinated me. For instance, I
found amusing a disagreement
recorded by Collins in his 1885
History of Kentucky, concerning
two Menees brothers and a
Bailey couple, who were among
the very first settlers in Fulton
County, living in what is now
the Cayce Community.
The disagreement ended in
a shooting.
According to Fulton County
Judge James Menees, those
Menees brothers were wayward
ancestors of his, and my Aunt
Lillian Luther of Mayfield be-
lieves that the Bailey family
mentioned were ancestors of
OUTS.
Judge Menees and I may have
had battling kin years ago, but
today we are the best of friends.
I first started gathering his-
torical information and writing
about Fulton and Hickman
Counties, and the surrounding
area, over twenty-five years
my first trip to that unusual
section of Fulton County. at
that time. This proved very
interesting.
The late Mrs. Brown Moss
of Fulton, who was a great-
great-great-grandniece of Dot-
tie Madison, was another good
source of information of a by-
ago. And during that time I've Gath 
.
ering historical infor-
had many unusual experiences
mation is fascinating, as many
and have met a lot of interest- 
of you know--and there is aing people, 
wealth of it stored in attics
.When I first started, I in- 
and basements in this area--
terviewed many older citizens 1..sio, in records at the countygathering information about the 
court house in Clinton.happenings of long ago. At For many years I wrote aboutthat time, there were a few
other people's ancestors, notpeople around who remember- giving much thought to my own,
ed, as a child, the Civil War 
until suddenly through an olddays. They told of how the ledger and some Old historyYankees came and took away books, I learned that my an-their horses and food--and 
cestors were among the very
sometimes their slaves, not to first to settler in Hickman,free them, but to make them Graves and Fulton counties,
slaves of their own, 
and that at least one great-Two of my favorite sources grandfather, a number of gen-
of information were Mrs. Mat- 
erations removed, fought intie Royster and Miss Bess Mor- the Revolutionary War.
r is. Of course, there were many We have with us tonight a
others.
Miss Morris, daughter of a 
number of visitors, among them
are Mr. Gattis, the Fulton
well-known physician, supplied County .. mound digger, whom I
me with many ulusual stories have mentioned earlier, and Mr.
about the Fulton area before and Wathen, a Louisville publisher,during the Civil War.
One story was about her step- 
Mr. Gattis, I believe, won
first place at a show recently
mother saving the life of a with a display of his findings,
wounded Yankee officer, by hid- and he promised to bring aing him under a pile of newly few to the meeting tonight so
washed clothes. Another was that we might see them.
about the cholera epidemic at Mr. Wathen is the publisherMills Point. And another was who recently reprinted the old
about the yellow fever epidemic Civil War history book written
at Hickman. by the late Henry George of Win-
An interesting adventure was go. Mr. George was the fatherin collecting information about of Mr. Harry George of Fulton
the old Vendome Opera House and the grandfather of Mrs.in Fulton, where Al Jolson, Hugh Fly of this city. Mr. Wat-Jenny Lin and many other great hen made the trip to Fulton,
stars appeared. People came 
seeking more information aboutfrom miles around to see shows the interesting and colorful Mr.presented there. Henry George.
The opera house was located Both of these gentlemen may
on the second floor of the Ben- have a few words to say to us.
nett Building on Main Street.
This is Fulton's oldest com- Thank you.
mercial building. The stage
and balcony are still there.
So is the elevator which was Well Hurt Whaling
used to bring animals onto the MYSTIC, Conn. - For U.S.
stage. On the dressing room ships and sailors, whaling
walls are interesting notes reached its heyday between 1815
written by the performers. 
and 1855, then went into a de-When I visited there several
cline hastened by the first suc-years ago, old programs were
cessful oil well in Titusville, Pa.,found scattered around on the
floor, and the development of kero-
In 1951. 1 was asked by the sone for lama.
Captain Joe Beadles Gets
USO Award For Work On Guam
Navy Captian Joseph W. Bea-
dles, Jr., a native of Fulton, Ky.,
has been presented the USO
National Council Special Award
for his work with the USO on
Guam. The award plaque, which
was presented at the annual
USO dinner on Guam February
29, was given in recognition of
the captian's • spec ial service to
the men and women of Amer-
ica's Armed Forces throughthe
United Service Organizations,"
Born on February 16, 1919
in Fulton, Capt. Beadles is
the son of the late Mr.and Mrs.
Jospeh W. Beadles of Fulton.
Capt. Beadles has been as-
sociated with the USO on Guam
for almost five years and has
served as president of the USO
Council during the past two
years. In his m! Mary capacity,
Capt. Beadles is currently
serving as Chief of Staff and
Aide for Commander Naval
Forces Marianas.
The executive director of the
USO on Guam Mr. Bill Sco-
field, states that Capt. Beatles
has shown 'outstanding support
and continued interest and as-
sistance for the welfare of mil-
itary personnel through the
USO • Mr. Scofield points out
that the captain's 'ability to
guide and direct the path of the
USO on Guam has increased
each year he has been pres-
ident.'
During the annual USO dinner,
award by Rear Admiral Paul E.
Pugh, the top Navy officer on
Guam and the captain's im-
mediate superior.
A veteran of 30 years Naval
service, Capt. Beadles has had
a multi-faceted career consist-
ing of duty in numerous sub-
marines and on several staffs.
Immediately prior to report-
ing to Guam, the captain
served as commanding officer
of fleet oiler USS Caliente (A-
53).
Capt. Beadles is married to
the former Norma Margaret
Wagg of Fort Washington, Pa.,
and they reside with their four
children on Flag Circle on
Guam.
ST. PATRICK'S DANCE
A St. Patrick's Day dance
will be held Saturday. Mardi
18, for Fulton Country Club
members land their guestz.
NIusic will be furnished by Herb
r7a1bey and his band. Admis-
sion is $500 per couple. Social
hour from 6'30 to 8'30 p m.
Camporee Is
Set For April
Associated Press to do a The District Committee of
story on Madrid Bend. I made the Boy Scout Cherokee Dis-
trict met last week to plan
Spring Camporee April 14, 15,
and 16 at Columbus State Park,
Columbus, Kentucky. The
theme this year will be "Spirit
of Scouting-72". We are going
to try to make this one a real
"Scouting" deal and a large
number of parents are expect-
ed to attend. The need for a
working District Committee
was discussed and various
names were offered for possible
members of the District Com-
mittee. Right now we are
looking for former Eagle
Scouts-to build a Scouting
Family within the Cherokee
District.
Buying a New
Car?
....then
see FULTON BANK
FIRST
(Clip this chart for future reference)
NEW CAR FINANCING
IKMOUNT
OF
( LOAN
12 MOS. 24 MOS. 36 MOS.
Interest. Payment Interest - Payment Interest - Payment
$1000.00 $44.96 $ 87.08 $89.84 $441 $134.72 $31.52
$1500.00 F7.44 130.62 134.88 88.12 202.44 47.29
$2500.00 112.40 217.70 224.96 113.54 337.16 78.81
$3000.00 135.00 261.25 270.00 136.25 404.88 94.58
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE 8.20%
RATE 8.41% 8.41%
We believe that we can
SAVE YOU MONEY
on the finance charge
FULTON BANK
- the big friendly bank
Do youyou have to be Number "Two" to try harder??
No!
For the past 6 years, The Fulton SHOPPER has been
"Number One" in this area in circulation, advertising and Service
. and we Keep on TRYING HARDER because we're proud of
that position!
• Expert ad layouts. the size you order. We try to keep you
within your advertising budget.
• Careful attention to every detail in your ad.
(We hate mistakes)
• The world's finest ad illustration service (Metro) is
yours exclusively at The News and The Shopper.
* Constant and dependable servicing of our accounts.
* 100% mail saturation of the Fulton trade area, each week
... you can't sell 'em if you don't tell 'em!
• An ad that is pleasing to the firm, pleasing to the reader,
and geared for maximum sales response! Shouldn't ALL
advertising (especially yours) be that way?
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Jarman's smart
new slip-on in
:stvv"%co%
CRINKLE PATENT
Jarman designers evidently
believe that old adage about
"all work and no play. "
because they horsed
around a bit and came
up with a new shoe
that's anything hut
dull. It's a smart
slip-on in crinkle
patent, with
brass horsebit
for just the
right
ornamen-
tal touch.
Come
slip into
a pair
Bay Family Shoe Store
220 LAKE ST. FULTON, KY.
To MARKET IN A
01100111111
—FULTON, KENTUCKY
ROPE RIOT
SALE!
— Polyethelene
— Pliable
—Will not rot
or mildew
SPECIAL
PURCHASE!
— 1/4" 3c ft.
— 3/8" 4c ft.
—1/2" 5c ft.
— 5/8" 6c ft.
— 3/4" 7c ft.
We Make Keys
Itaillead Salvage
Company.
Lake St, — Fulton,
Ray's
CALL US 479-9082
THE NEWS =
THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1972 Of interest to Homemakers
Murray State Spring Drills Under Way
MURRAY, Ky.—Murray State's
football team have begun spring
practice, going four days a week
—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday,
and Saturday—until the spring
game which will be either March
23 or 24.
Coach Bill Furgerson says 65
players will participate in the
drills which will be devoted
primarily to finding replace-
ments for the 10 starters last
year who will graduate this
spring.
Players lost by graduation in-
clude six from the defensive
unit, tackle Dave Ford, end
Glenn Fausey, linebackers E.
W. Dennison and Frank Head,
and backs Kevin Grady and Lar-
ry Roberts. Lost from the of-
fensive unit are tackle Roger
Wiedeman, running back Rich
Culler, quarterback Steve Trayn-
ham, and wide receiver Merrill
Brick.
Top returning players include
tailback Rick Fisher, the OVC's
player of the year last season;
9 - Pieces of our Fried Chicken ____ $1.99
Home - Made Chili 
 55c
Ray's Hamburgers 25c
8 - Inch Pizza Made To Order __ $1.30
Shrimp Plate —21 Count $1.60
A Family Restaurant —
New Shoe Fashions . . .
by
Town & Country
Ice Plush Suede
Exclusive with us
in the
Twin Cities!
Wisteria Plush Suede
Village Fashion Shoe Store
Southern Village Shopping Center South Fulton
PLW's
"Tiffany Knit"
Worth its weight in white
diamonds is this classic and
dress ensemble—one of
the dynamic new doubleknits
designed to brighten a
Spring day instantly!
Caribbean Blue or Orange
Fortrele polyester jacquarded
with bold White diamonds.
Sizes 10 to 20.
PLW Is a division
of Gay Gibson
The Daisy
Southern Village Shopping Center
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
With This
Coupon
(Limit 3)
—COUPON —
IVORY
With This 2
Coupon
(Limit 2)
LIQUID
DETERGENT
Reg. Price
of 34c
W/O Coupon
Coupon Good Thru Sat., March 18, 1972
m1710111)
5c Reg. Price15c BarW/O Coupon
Coupon Good Thru Sat., March 18, 1972
Check Your Numbers For These
Drawing Winners
Television No. 3800
Radio No. 4291
What's New around the
Twin Cities Area?
THE FULTON SHOPPER
tells you every week !
Ima."121 11"."472-1
Now thru Saturday
Adios $1.50 — Children The
20th Century-Fox presents
catorisym tun ® [M
Hey Kids!
Old Fashion Horse
Opera Saturday
Matinee - 2 p. m.
All Seats 50c
Cartoon & Serial
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
FROM
PISS MEYER!
A FILM ABOUT
h BANNED BOOK,
A RAPE, ARM A
1111AL THAT TORE
A MINN APART!
20th CENTURY FOX
— SOON —
"GONE WITH THE WIND"
"DIRTY HARRY"
"VALLEY OF THE DOLLS"
fullback George Greenfield;
quarterbacks Tom Pandolfi and
Garnet Scott; offensive linemen
Mike Perry, Dale Willis, Bill
Farrell, Rodney Pickering, Char-
lie Carpenter, toe Glorioso, and •
Rick Cox; and wide receivers
Scotty Crump and Jeff Votaw.
Back on the defensive unit are
linemen Tony Menendez, Jim
McPeake, and Jerry Stanley;
linebackers Bill Fryer, Dean
Flanary, Ralph Engel, and Jay
Waddle; and backs Mike Tepe
and Larry Brock.
Linebacker Bruce Farris and
guard Mark Norrid who missed
last season, will also be back.
Furgerson reports his biggest
problem will be to till the holes
left by graduation in the inside
defensive line, at middle line-
backer, and in the defensive
secondary. He feels the team's
running game will be particular-
ly strong with Fisher, who had
more than 1,000 yards gained
rushing last season, and Green-
field, who ranked third in OVC
Cigars should be kept away
from dampness and out of the
sun.
rushing with 616 yards.
He also predicts the Racers
will be in good shape at quarter-
back with Pandolfl. Scott, and
two good freshmen, Doug Baker
STORES
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
and Mike Hobble.
Other good freshmen prospects
include Tom Echert, Jay Wad-
dle, James Stanch', Ralph Engel,
and Dave Helfrich.
Nonfarm Jobs Soar
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Non-
farm employment in the Ten-
nessee Valley area jumped by
665,000 in the decade ended in
1970, pualting the region's total
employment to more than 2.3
million,
ost-61‘
Plant Bed Canvas
THREE AND FOUR YARDS WIDE
100 - Yard Still 00
Piece - - - - 
YOUR KEY TO VALUE
114 LAKE STREET FULTON, KY.
LADIES
DRESSES
Reg. $10.00 Values
 ‘1
BOYS
Sport Shirts
Reg. $1.50
go o
BONDED
Knit Material
Solid & Print
2- Yards
$4
SATURD
Ho
MR:
21
TER!
A
Cc
BE
2 be
Proven on
the best
own, esp(
dial plie
topped b)
belts. No
bad weatl
1
Your in'
r-
lope!
Ma
BE
WHOLE or SPLIT FRYERS
(LIMIT FOUR WITH $5.00 PURCHASE
-11. Patrick's Day Special"
Corned Beef Round
Save
XcLb.
*W.
••••
20-oz. Size
Cornish Hens
Corned Beef
Brisket (Point End) _ Lb. $1.29
Corned Beef
 
 
ea. 75c
OUR040%CE L.
1/4 Lein Sliced Into
PORK CHOPS
69LB.
—FRESH TURKEY PARTS—
Turkey Hindquarters __ Lb. 29c
Bnls. Turkey Roasilat'alLb. 69c
Brisket (Flat End) _ Lb. $1.39 Turkey Breast Lb. 89c
CRP EE
LETTUCE
..„
FMJIT PI*R.
"KING"
OF THE
BAKERS
4Vsloulne U. S. No. I"
HO POTATOES
VUTE - RIPENED _
TOMATOES
10-oz.
Pkg.
Capin John Frozen
FISH STICKS
49t
H & G Frozen ,
Whiting 1 1/2-Lb. Box __ 39c
Cap'n John's
Fish & Chips ___ _ 1 Lb. Pkg. 69c
Sliced
Allgood Bacon __ 1 Lb. Pkg. 79c
SAVE 17c ON
MORTON
FROZEN
FRUIT
PIES
$100
II
Fresh Texas (Save 20c)
Cello Carrots 2 Lb. Bag __ 29c
Texas White or Pink (40's)
Grapefruit 8 For ___ _ $1.00
Yellow
Onions 3 Lbs.  25c
Nlik.likh....71141* - LBS. $1.00)
(FAMILY PACK
4 
 
290
LB.
be OFF LABEL 24.oz. Btl.
Mrs. Butterworth Syrup _ 69c
DETERGENT (15c OFF)
Coldwater All 49-oz. box 69c
DOMINO LIGHT BROWN or 1 LB. PKG.
10X Confectioners Sugar _ 2k
7,9(1
Gal. Jug
Purex Bleach 39c
With This Coupe
Good only at ASP Food Stores
Coupon good thru Sat. Mar. 18
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer ----)
UNCLE BEN'S
Converted Rice 2 lb. pkg. 75c
SNOW'S
Clam Chowder 15-oz. can 37c
FRENCH'S
Inst. Matoes 6-oz. pkg. 35c
MEM
MEAT or LIVER 15-ox. Cans
Friskies 6 79c
Canned Dog Food
With This Coupon
Good only at ASP Food Stores
Coupon good thru Sat. Mar. 18
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
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"FIESTA IYELMONTE"
Youw cans ensthass OP-ol-) Or (14408)
Bartlett Pear Halves
3 ___$1.0CANS
FRUIT worm. 16•9**Cons
French's
Food Coloring
Sunshine
Krispy Crackers 1 Lb. Box 41c
A&P Seedless
Raisins 6 lft-oz. Pkgs. __ 33c
1-oz. Pkgs. _ 23c
1131.EAC)d
BORAX &
BRIGHTENERS
"Jumbo All Detergent"
•(30c OFF
LABEL)
9 LB. 13-oz.
BOX
FRENCH'S CREAM INST. COFFEE
Salad Mustard 9-oz. jar _ 21c Folger's 6-oz. jar__ $1.20
KRAFT MARG.
Miracle
BORDEN'S INST.
Kava Coffee
KAL KAN BURGER ROUNDS or
1 lb. pkg. 39c Chicken Parts 15-oz. can 29c
4-oz. jar _ $1.08
SWEETHEART LIME
Dishwashing Liquid
Save
10c
32-oz. 490
KAL KAN DOG FOOD
Chunk Beef 15-oz. can 31c
Ap Thi. Coupon Worth lie -•••
Toward this purchase of a
1 Lb. Can of Vacuum - Pack
Folger's Coffee
Good only at ASP Food Stores
Coupon good thru Sat. Mar. 18 
Reg. Price Without Coupon  
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
Save 9c On Jumbo
Teri Towels 2 Rolls ___ 89c
FEATURE OF THE WEEK
Sheffield Heirloom Quality China
DESSERT
DISH 33‘lach
1111 NUT $5 HMG. 11I
It's not mo late to begin your set of besuttful Sheffield "Elegsnce fine
chinsl This week collect these lovely dessert dishes sr this amazing low
vice!
MUD'
 AP
This Coupon Worth 40c
Toward The Purchase of A
10
-oz. Jar of Instant s
Folger's Coffee
Good only at ASP Food Store.
Coupon good *nu Sat. Mar. 18
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
fir.:1111N
72 Page 2
89c
'LEK
hina
gence" fine
rneeing love
*rib 40c
has* of A
Instant
ffee
ood Stores
at Mar. IS --)
Coupon
Customer
AP
111116
PUBLIC SALE
SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 1972 — 10:00 A. M.
Household - Curios - Collectibles
MRS. DON S. BINFORD ESTATE
203 Edding St. — Fulton, Ky.
Selling to settle the estate
TERMS CASH — Sale rain or shine
Mir Joe W. Johnson, Admr.
Fulton, Ky. Office 472-3222
Col. Ruben t Ainley, Auctioneer
9f11-822-3593 or 472-1371
— "I cry for you, You pray for me" —
HERCULES
BELTED RADIAL
2 bead-to-bead plies, 4 belts!
Proven on Europe's mountain roads,
the best handling tires you can
own, especially at high speed. Ra
dial plies are tough Polyester,
topped by 4 soft-riding rayon cord
belts. No tread distortion, great
bad weather tire!
40,000
MILES
Treadwear
Warranty
SCATEL
Middle Rd. & Hlwav 51
Fulton 472-3531
Your independent Hercules dealer knows tires best
GIT-N-GO I
'open 7a.m.tollp.mi
Mary and Harvey Jeffrey I
Phone 472-1821
POPULAR BRAND
BEER six  89
11.8012 pac cans
Opaque Panty
I Hose
all colors
Complete Line of
MAGAZINES And
; SUNDAY PAPERS
I And Reading Material
TOYS -FUNNYBOOKS and
COLORING BOOKS
I ICE-PICNIC COOLERS
Fulton's Only Convenience Store
With RED CARPET SERVICE!
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SPECIALIST -- Union City Criminal
Investigator Raymond 'Sonny' Hutchens is
slowly building a local fingerprint file for use infuture investigations The officer, presently
working on his degree in law enforcement, will
soon complete his first year as a specialist in
investigative work
Criminal Investigator
Busy Night And Day
By HILL KING
It was just a few Sundays ago, a chill and rainy morning, when a
Messenger reporter drove up behind a police patrol car on East
Gibbs and stopped.
Moments before, an ambulance had left the scene with the body
of a black man, apparently slain in a gunfight with another:—
 — —
Groups of witnesses, and persons attracted to the scene by the
gunfire and the commotion that followed, huddled on porches, out Of
the rain.
person and then another.
Many of them watched a quiet- occasionally jotting down a note
spoken and personable young or two.
man who moved from one group Later, talking to the reporter,to another, speaking to first one Raymond 'Sonny' Hutchens,
Union City's first and only
criminal investigator, revealed
enough of what he had learned to
provide the reporter with his
story.
There was little fanfare last
year when the position of
criminal investigator for Union
City was created.
"Despite the relatively short
time this department has been
functioning, it has proven most
effective," said City Manager
David Frizzell. "Because of Mr.
Hutchens' work, arrests have
neen made and convictions
obtained that otherwise might not
have been possible.
"The specialization of this
Charles Reams is chairman of officer has greatly enhanced our
the Townlift committee. police capabilities in Union
The plan as recommended by City," the city manager added.
the TVA includes widening the Mr. Hutchens, 30, is on call day
sidewalk on the north side of and night and that means missing
Lake Street to create a semi-mall many a night's sleep.
effect, creating two pedestrian "But I don't mind that," he
ways between Lake Street and said. "I like this work and it gets
Mears, planting trees and shrubs, in your blood."
and acquiring street furniture, Mr. Hutchens is assigned all
such as benches, local cases involving slayings,
burglaries, narcotics violations.
The walkways would be auto thefts and the like. He is
created by closing the street to considered an expert in
traffic next to the new Fred's fingerprinting and is well
Store, and construction of the qualified in the use of crime
second between Noffel's and a scene search kits. They are the
planned building to be tools of his trade.
constructed next to City Drug. A resident of Obion County
Miss Cummins showed slides most of his life. Mr. Hutchens is a
illustrating the development veteran of three years service in
concept and examples of the Army. His first taste of law
successful design solutions enforcement work came when he
employed in other communities. was hired as a deputy by Sheriff
She also discussed TViVs T.C. McCullough. after being
analyses of existing conditions, recommended by Tennessee
and showed sketches illustrating Highway Patrol Sgt. Tom
possible changes to bring Kilpatrick.
improvement in the appearance He later joined the campus
of the downtown area security force at the University of
Mr. Reams was authorized to Tennessee at Martin until an
meet with the Townlift opening became available on the
committee and appoint a steering Union City police force. In 1969,
group to initiate further action he became a patrolman here.
The meeting was the final one Since then Mr. Hutchens has
to be presented by the TVA spent many hours in the
planning group, although further classroom. At the Tennessee Law
aid was pledged if definite steps Enforcement Academy in
are taken by the city in Donelson, he has successfully
implementing their completed courses in basic police
recommendations work, fingerprinting, criminal
"This design presentation investigation and narcotics. He
marks the end of TVA's Townlift also has completed a
assistance to Fulton," Miss fingerprinting school conducted
Cummins said, "at least until at UTM and is presently enrolled
concrete proof of Fulton's there, working on his bachelor of
intentions of implementing the science degree in law
Townlift proposals is evident. It enforcement.
is now up to the citizens of Fulton When he isn't busy with his
to decide whether or not to make primary work, Mr. Hutchens
Townlift a reality." finds time to work for better
She further said that if the communication between the
plans are carried through, the police department and residents
downtown area would have of the city and county especially
ample parking within convenient the younger people.
walking distance of major Mr. Hutchens will speak before
activity centers, create a any group that requests it.
"quality environment'' including PTA chapters. schools
downtown. and Scout organizations. For
Fulton Eyes
Improvements
A concept of redesign of the
downtown Fulton business
district was described recently al
the Fulton Community Center
before a large audience by Jane
Cummins, TVA planner, in
connection with the "Operation
Townlift" plan of the Fulton
Chamber of Commerce.
CCC is Corning.
FARMERS EXCHANGE BANK
MEMBER FDIC
• *
several weeks now he has been
working with the Scout troop at
Rives, helping the boys work
toward their badges in
fingerprinting.
"The boys really enjoy that
work," Mr. Hutchens said.
When he's not investigating a
burglary, probing a report on the
illegal use of drugs or working on
his fingerprint file; when he's not
speaking to some group or
showing Boy Scouts how to get
the ink off their hands after a
class in fingerptinting, Mr.
--Hutchens might be found
relaxing at home with his wife,
the former Miss Carolyn Faye
Hammonds. and their two sons,
Kelly Ray, who is 8, and Stacy
Allen, who is 4. At least until the.
telephone rings.
Farm Land - Equipment - Dairy Cattle
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 18th, 10:00 A.M., 1972
HINE - LAU ROM TENT - 1.1100 AUL Si MAU
CLINTON, KENTUCKY
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218 ACRES OF FARM LAND
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TIMM Me Doini OM' OF SALE - *ALAMO! 0505 SIFORII 4 IMINT113 UPON DeLiymiT OF Ottly POSSISMON OF LAIN loll
Sale WITNIN 151115 APYIN SALL
110 Head of Holsteins Sell In Dispersion
65 Head of Holstein Cows 9 Young Holstein Steers
14 Holstein Heifers Nu- monnoir",n, 2 Springing Holstein Heifers
20 Young Holstein Heifers
- NIALTW CERTIPICATU OS !ACM ANIMAL - INES! All TYPE NOLITEINS Tli•T Ana ii EXCELLENT FOAMS. MOST OFnil 0011, ASS IN PO0150T14111 AT 11(51 TIM. MIL STUART MAI NOON IN TIM OMIT 1150110 PIRA NUMBER OF TIMIS AllNU TAM TO REAP MI NIRO IN BLADED. NI SELLS NMI TO OAINTIEN. INC., PAPUAN. ET.
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• O. NUMMI AAAAA Can
sell 01.105 !AMIN
I NOW CULTiyATOR
IOSACCO SITTIR
JOON 1110 PLUFFIN
1 SILAGE TROUGNS
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FLAIL DAOPPIN
J. S. AAAAA 0517E1 IN.
FOR WINE WIFINIENATION COOTAOT......
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.1 D. 5 SOW 
41011011ae1013
MIMI A. 0.101011
CASE SOLI NOUN
COLTTPACKEI
LUMOIN
PLYMOUTil CAR
IVIITLASIO PORT
MART OTIIIII ITEM TOO NOINW101111 TO
ESTATE OF H. E. STUART, Owners
JERRY B. PUCKETT, Executor
Rt. 1, Clinton, Kentucky, Phone 502 • 653-6683
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer
OFFICE: FIRST FEDERAL BLDG , PHONE 587-3801 MARTIN, TENNESSEE
MINT: MARVIN E.
587 4568
LICENSE Ns. 41
364-2855
SPRING
 SALE IN PROGRESS! COME
SAVINGS
SHOP AND SAVE!
SPREE
Ladies Permanent Press Shirts
Roll-up sleeves: solid colors: 10-18
$2.00
Smooth Trim - Fit Nylon Panties
Two tailored styles: Sizes 5, 6, 7
310
Ladies Knit Flare Pants
Sizes 10-20; blue, lilac, beige, pink
$4.00
Body Blouses with Panty Bottoms
2 styles: machine washable: 8-18
$4.00
All Ladies Reg. $2 Casual Shoes
$1.51
Womens White Canvas Tennis Oxfords
$1.47
100% Cotton Sportswear Fabrics
50c Yard
54" Wide Upholstery Fabrics
$1.44 Yard
SLACK 
s and casual styles:Dres 
SALE
Values to $15.00
itk HALF - PRICE MEN'S
Flare or straight leg
This is a
SPECIAL PURCHASE!
! Spring Vinyl Handbags
Smart new shapes, styles, colors!
$3.00
Men's No-Iron Sport, Dress Shirts
Short sleeves, permanent press
3for $5.00
Boys Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
Permanent press: Reg. $1.99: 8-18
2 for $3
Juvenile Sizes 4-7
:
FLARE LONGIES ., .
Permanent press 
,,,,,, ...sk- •
Solids, Stripes
Reg. $2.99
2 for $5
Mens Double Knit Slacks $9.88
Boys Flare Slacks $3.99
Boys No-Iron Slacks 2 For $5.00
Men's 100% Rankin Knit Shirts
Short sleeve: Choice of collar
3 for $10.00
Large Size Bath Towels
l00% Terry; Val's to $2.50 if perfect
$1.00
Spartus Electric Wall Clocks
3 Designs: Decorator Colors
$5.88
3- HP Lawn Lion Power Mower
22-In Blade; Briggs-Str. Engine
$55.00
P. N• HIRSCH
SOUTH
:-. 1 - :, T.
st CO
FULTON
' :' 8:30 - 8
615 BROADWAY,
, 25 1 , 2,1_ , I C...
WITH
COUPON
Job Training Center Near Hickman Funded
HICKMAN, Ky., -A $326,000 Economic Development
Administration grant for the construction and development of a
vocational-technical training center to be located near here
has been approved by the federal agency, according to Sen.
Marlow Cook and Sen. John Sherman Cooper.
Superintendent of Fulton Coun-
ty Public Schools Harold Garri- school, including construction
son said, in addition to the grant, and equipment, is $652,000, Gar-
there will be federal funding of rison said. He commented the
$50,000 which will be matched by remainder of the fund would
state funds. This money, Garri- come from the Minimum Foun-
son said, will be used for equip- dation Program, which operates
ping the building, on the state level.
The total cost of the vocational Garrison said the school will
be located on the grounds of the
Fulton County High School. Con-
struction will begin within four
months, and Garrison is hopeful
the building can be occupied
within 12 to 18 months from the
start, ofconstruction. He com-
mented the projected time table
enables classes to begin by fall
of 1973.
The new school will be 21,200
square feet, Garrison said. A
breakdown of the school ground-
work would include 2,800 square
feet for an electrical shop, 2,800
square feet for a welding shop,
2,800 square feet for carpentry
and building trades, 2,100 square
feet for auto mechanics, 2,800
square feet for business and of-
fice instruction, 1,400 square feet
for two general classrooms,
1,000 square feet for administra-
tion offices, and 3,600 square feet
for mechanical rooms, rest-
rooms, corridors, and utilities.
The five main subjects to be
taught at the school, which will
be an extension of the Paducah
Area Vocational School, are elec-
tricity, welding, carpentry, auto
mechanics, business and office
instruction. Garrison said a
nurses training course would be
provided in the near future.
The superintendent said ap-
plication for a grant for the
school NY S made in 1968, but
laid dormant for some time. He
commented a county-wide effort
was begun for state funding'
which included petitions and let-
ter writing to the State Board of
Education members and the
Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion.
The state board learned Bar-
ren, Marshall, Fulton counties,
and the city of Mayfield were
eligible for EDA grants, the
superintendent said, and was ad-
vised to go through the EDA for
the grant.
The grant to Fulton County is
the first of the four local appli-
cations to EDA to be approved.
Garrison said the school's cur-
riculum will be flexible in ord!r
to meet the needs of surround-
ing industry. He commented the
school will run night and day.
He said there is a dire need
for such a school in Fulton Coun-
ty
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LPN Class
Enrollment
Is Under Way
Enrollment for a class for the
licensed practical nurse is under
way at Tilghman Vocational
School, 2400 Adams St.
The course, "The Licensed
Practical Nurse as a Charge
!Nurse," is designed as a contin-
uing education course for the
LPN. The course is meant to
prepare the LPN ' for char e
nurse responsibilities, particular-
ly in extended care facilities,
nursing homes and other related
facilities.
The course will be taught in
60 hours. The text and instruc-
tor's guide for the curriculum
was developed by the National
Licensed Practical Nurses Edu-
cation Foundation, Inc.
The course will begin when the
quota of students is filled.
Any LPN interested in more
information should contact Mrs.
Carol Beyer at Tilghman Voca-
tiona School
WE
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON 
RESERVE
THE
N ALL REG SOFT 
RIGHT
DRINKS 3 Ctns.  $1.00 MtI
MtT
With This Coupon and $7.50 Additional
Purchase. Tob. and Dairy Products Exc.
Coupon Void After March 2L 1972
WE ACCEPT
U.S.D.A. FOOD
COUPONS
DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY
AD STARTS WEDNESDAY MORNING ENDS TUESDAY NIGHT
ALL REGULAR SOFT
DRINKS
3 6 bot.ctns. $1 00(Plus deposit)
DIXIE BELLE
Crackers lb.box 9
[relit"
25LI
MIT- 2
14 oz.
bottle
SACRAMENTO
no.
Peaches 3 c2.1./.2 $1 FRESH GROUND
3 Thighs and Giblets
FAMILY PACK
3 Fryers
Less 3.-1/2 Breasts
lb.
U.S. INSPECTED
FRYERS
CUT UP TRAY PACK2
Hamburger lb 6
MORTON'S
Pot Pies 5• pkgs.8 oz. S
BALLARD RICI4TEX
BISCUITS 3- 8-oz. Cans  19c SHORTENING 3 Lb. Can _ _ _ _ 69c
JUST RITE
CHILI 3-15 1/2-oz. Cans __$l.00
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
TOMATOES 5 - 303 Cans _ $1.00
ISS LIBERTY SANDWICH LOAF
LAD
Save 12C per loaf
Reg. 37C each
24 oz. 25
loaf
LIQUID with coupon
zcez 49 Ivory 0
MAZOLA SOFT CORN OIL
with 3Oleo coupon lbs.S1
MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT
with coupon dub 9
Coffeeloozijar
CARNATION with coupon
ate 16 6oz. ht
 
 
JaraJY 
NIAGARA SPRAY with coupon
Starch 15 oz.can
DETERGENT
Tide GIANT SIZE
CORN OIL
MAZOLA 48-oz. Bottle _ $1.19
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
:5 Maxwell House Inst.
Coffee 10-oz. Jar __ $1.39
Coupon worth 30c
With this coupon no other pur-
chase necessary.
*4
Void After March 21, 1972.:
MORRELL PRIDE SLICED
BACON Lb. 79c
MORRELL PRIDE SLICED
SLAB BACON Lb. 59c
PILLSBURY
FLOUR
WITH 5 ibilg 39COUPON
CHARMIN
TISSUE 4 Rolls 49c
FAMILY PACK
SCOTT TISSUE 4 Rolls _ 39c
SCOTT
TOWELS 3 Big Rolls $1.00
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CORN 5 - 303 Cans $1.00
DEL MONTE
TUNA 6 1/2-oz. Can _ _ _ 45c
DEL MONTE - PINEAPPLE
JUICE 46-oz. Can __ 39c
DINTY MOORE
BEEF STEW 24-oz. Can _ 69c
ARMOUR
VIENNA 5-oz. Can _ 29c
ARMOUR 3112-ca. CAN
POTTED MEAT 6 For $1.00
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Detergent
0 Ivory Liquid 22-oz. _ 49c
With this coupon no other pur-
chase necessary.
K AS
Void After March 21, 1972
PET RITZ
PIE SHELLS Pkg. of 2
GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN
POTATOES 3 - 2 lb. bag $1.00
WINTER GARDEN
COBBLERS 2 Lb. Box _ 89c
SEALDSWEET
ORANGE JUICE 12-oz. Can 41c
POWDERED CLEANSER
AJAX 2- 14-ez. Cans ___ 31c
KRAFT
WHIPPED TOPPING 39c
BIRDSEYE FROZEN CONCENTRATE
AWAKE 3 - 9-oz. Cans _ _ 99c
VAN CAMPS
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Carnation
Coffee Mate 16-oz. Jar 69c
Coupon worth 40c
With this coupon no other pur-
chase necessary.
Void After March 21, 1972
35c
PORK & BEANS 5-300 Cans 89c
LIBERTY
ICE MILK V2 Gallon _ _ _ 45c
GALA
NAPKINS 160 ct. _ _ _ 29c
BIRDSEYE
FROZEN ICE FLOATS _ 49c
GOLD DEODORANT SOAP
PALMOLIVE Reg. Size _ _ Ile
SNACKS Reg. 39c 3 For $1.00
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON :*
Niagara
Spray Starch 15-oz. Can 39c
Coupon worth 10c
With this coupon no other pur-
chase necessary.
Vock 
_AP Sr March 21, 1972
DIXIE SLICED
BACON
FRESH FROZEN
MISS LIBERTY SLICED
BACON Lb. 69c
CHICKASAW SLICED
BACON Lb. 59c
U.S. CHOICE CHUCK
RO
CENTER CUT
lb. 7 9 t
First Cut
lb.
 
 Lb. 49c
CATFISH Lb. 99c
LIBERTY
PIMENTO CHEESE 99c
CRADDOCK
PORK SAUSAGE __ __ Lb. 75c
MORRELL-
BOLOGNA 12-oz. Pkg. __ 59c
SHANK PORTION
HAMS Lb. 59c
RE EL F 007
HOT DOGS 12-oz. pkg. 49c
OLD FASHIONED I/2 or Whole Stick
BOLOGNA Lb. 39c
ENDS& PIECES
BACON 3 Lbs. $1.00
CHUCK
STEAK Lb. 79c
MORTON'S TV - Except Ham, Shrimp, Beef
DINNERS 11-oz. Pkg. _ _ 39c
BEEF
SHORT RIBS - - - - Lb. 49c
PET RITZ
PIES Cream 3- 20-oz. $1.00
_ CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
; Mazola Soft Corn Oil
Margarine 3 Lbs. -$1.00
Coupon worth 25c
With this coupon no other pur-
chase necessary.
Void After March 21, 1972
Chicken Breast  Lb. 59c
Chicken Thighs  Lb. 59c
Chicken Legs   Lb. 55c
Wings Lb. 29c
Backs & Necks _  Lb. 15c
ENDS AND CENTERS MIXED
bm 1 
-4 Pori Loin
.6
GOLDEN HEARTH BY KNOTT'S
1
BHard Rollsz29
ICEBERG
Lettuce HLaeargde
FRESH
Cabba 1.e lb. 90
Oranges 5ibbag6 9II
WIN ESAP
APPLES 4 Lb. Bag 49c
I::.
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Pillsbury
Flour 5 - Lb. Bag __ 39c
Coupon worth 34.c
With this coupon & $5.00 Ad&
Purchase. Exc. Tob. & Dairy
• products.
...y.w.mpr march 11, 1972
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FOR SALE: 1971 Ford Pick-
up, V8, custom, red and white,
extra, nice, one owner. See or
call Manus Williams at Taylor
air/inlet-Buick; phone 472-
24136.
BE AN AVON REPRESENT-
ATIVE! It's an easy way to
Make money and have fun in
your free hours. Oak 898-2708
or write Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Reliable person from till;
area to service and collect
from automatic dispensers. No
experience needed . . . we es-
tablish accounts for you. Car,
references and $995.00 to $3,-
490.00 cash capital necelssary. 4
to 12 hours weekly could net
good part-time income. Full-
time more. For local inter-
view, write, include telephone
number, Eagle Industries, 3933
Meadowbrook Road, St. Louis
Park, Minnesota 55126,
INCOME TAX. returns pre-
pared; 38 years experience
Call John W. Bostick, 207 Third
Street. Fulton; Phone 472-1647.
FOR SALE: 1971 Chevroltt
Impala 4-door sedan, a local
car with full power and air;
vinyl top. See or call Aubrey
Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet,
Buick ; phasic 472-2466.
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Air Conditioning and heating
FIVE YEAR CX GUARANTEE
Our FIve-Year Guarantee
for your new air conditioning
equipment will take care of
Ow coat of parts, service labor
and refrigerant for • period of
five years from the installa-
tion date.
Some of the important fea-
tures of this insured warranty
are:
1. The warranty is non-
cancellable. In the unlikely
event something should hap-
pen to our company, another
qualified company will con-
tinue to service your equip-
ment through the full flys-
year period (a no cost to
you.)
2. The warranty covers air
conditioning equipment in.
stalled at "your eddrecs",
This moans that it autonsati-
cony is transferred to a new
owner should you sail.
3. WhIPTIOVIW your air can-
noning equipment requires
air or replacement of a
empanel,* part, we will per-
in the work required dur-
normal working hours at
charge to you. This in-
dudes parts, labor and re-
frigerant required. However,
it does not include cleaning or
replacement of your air fil-
ters, which must be maintain-
ed by you. Other items ex-
cluded (which rarely, if ever,
require service) Sr. cabinets,
painting, trim, etc., and it
does not cover maintenance
it.,,,. such as lubrication,
cleaning and inspections.
Naturally, we cannot be re-
sponsible for conditions be-
yond our control, such as
damage caused by fire, floods,
windstorms and lightening.
However, property insurance
normally covers most of these
accidents. And, of course, we
cannot be held responsible for
vandalism, misuse or willful
neglect.
NOTE: Bolts are excluded on
systems over 5 tons.
Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
(Service Depart.) Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
In MORRIS STREET, SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2311
before
you buy..
L W. Duncan,
Assistant Vice President
Count on us at City
National Bank to help put
you behind the wheel of
a new car with savings to
drive away with some extras.
Talk to us, before you shop, for
lower rates and the confidence of
approved financing. Then, see your dealer
and drive out in that new car you've been
wanting. If you're not getting action, come
on down and deal with satisfactionA
City National Bank in Fulton, Kentucky.
We're the bank you can talk to
FOR SALE: 1971 Chevrolet
Impala custom coupe; one own-
er, 13,000 miles, brown wth
albite vinyl top: Tennessee title,
fully equipped. See Mike Wit-
hams at Taylor Chevrolet.
Buick. Phone 472-2466.
TRACTOR-TRAILER
TRAINEES NEEDED
You can now train to become
an over the road driver or city
driver. Excellent earnings af-
ter short training on our trucks
uith our driver instructors to
help you. For application and
interview, call 502-589-4163, or
write School Safety Division,
United Systems, Inc., 4510
Poplar Level, Louisville, Ken-
tucky, 40217. Approved for VA
Benefits. Placement assistance
available. Over 700 transporta-
tion companies have hired our
graduates.
FOR SALE: 1967 Della Olds-
nribile, 4 door, standard traits-
mission, beige color, power and
air. See or call Vernon Spraggs
at Taylor Chevrolet-Buick;
phone 472-2466.
AUCTION
SCHOOL
Free Sample 1.01110.1
In addition to conducting class-
es at our hom• of/Ice we offer
con• of the most complete cour-
ses available for home study.
We also conduct classes at
various colleges and universit-
ies. This school Is approved by
the state board of school and
college registration In our home
state. Reg. No. 71-12-0286H.
For Information and • free
sample lemon write:
Knott, School el Aucti ing
1163 Second Av•nu•
OaMpolls, Qhl• 40431 
WANTED!
2,an• With Saws Tiro
c4(':.‘.? '
I
ITlitiES TRUED i
1 Wheals Balanced (
IL
WIZEI:LS ALIGNED(
City Tire C.o5
tin W. State Line
I . Mime - Stu 472-2741
SEMI-DRIVERS NEEDED
Training now being
offered through the facilities cf
Class B Common Carrier. In-
dustry wages exceed $5.00 per
hour. Over the road Driver
Training covering most states.
Experience not necessary. For
immediate application cali
Area Code 615-648-4971 or write
Semi-Driver Division, P. 0.
Box 3037. Clarksville, Tennes-
see 37040.
FOR SALE: 1968 Pontiac
Cetalina 4.door sedan, Tennes-
see title, green, power and air.
1-owner local car. See or call
Chuck Jordan at Taylor Chev-
iolet-Buick; office phone 472-
2466; home phone 653-4.507.
' WENT Wheelchairs. crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Luke
1. Fulton. Ky
Rep. Clapp
Elected
In Graves
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
State R e p. Lloyd 4Clapp. D-
Wingo, has been elected chair-
man of the Graves County Dem-
ocratic Executive Committee.
Clapp succeeds Floyd Griffin,
former county commissioner,
who resigned recently.
Clapp was elected chairman
at a special meeting of the
executive committee held Sat-
urday at Holiday Inn here.
Cecil Anderson, former Dem-
ocratic party chairman, served
as temporary chairman of the
meeting.
Clapp was nominated by
Wayne Freeman, former rail-
road commissioner, state sen-
ator and representative, with
the nomination being seconded
by James B. Deweese.
Those attending the meeting
were Clapp. Anderson, Deweese,
Hugh Jackson, Edwin Reid, W.
H. Crowder, Freeman, Earl
Shupe, Kenneth Mathis, Mrs.
B. G. Lowery and Mrs. Joe
Belote, secretary. Sen. Carroll
Hubbard was unable to attend
because of previous appoint-
ment.
The Chinese wore tinted lens-
es 14 centuries ago to protect
their eyes from the bright sun.
"Talk
toGu8"
Fulton, Kentucky
Member: Federal Reserve System • Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation • TV Drive-Up for your convenience
MSU Will Participate
In Workshop March 25
MURRAY, Ky.-Murray State
University will be one of 17 col-
leges and universities in Ken-
tucky to participate March 25 in
a closed-circuit television dis-
cussion of ways to make instruc-
tion more personal and educa-
tion more "human."
Enabling teachers, principals,
superintendents and parents to
hear a nationally known expect
in "open education," the closed-
circuit hookup will link together
the University of Kentucky, the
UK system of community col-
leges, and the regional univer-
sities.
Through the use of what tech-
nicians term "audio/video re-
turn," workshop participants can
discuss the applications of the
open-classroom concept with fel-
low participants hundreds of
miles away.
Dr. John G. Taylor, chairman
of the department of educational
services at Murray State, said
the workshop on the Murray
State campus will be held In
Room 640 of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center from 9 a.m.
to noon.
He said educators and parents
interested in attending the work-
shop should contact him In the
School of Education, telephone
762-2054.
The Workshop in Open Educa-
tion is being jointly sponsored by
the Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation's Committee on Instruc-
tion, the Kentucky Department
of Education and Kentucky Edu-
cational Television.
Dr. John Bremer, who found-
ed the innovative Philadelphia
Parkway School and now directs
Instruction on open education
at Newton College in Massa-
chusetts, will be the keynote
speaker, according to Dr. Ly-
man Ginger, state superinten-
dent of public instruction.
Separate discussions at each
workshop site led by local co-
ordinators will follow Dr. Brem-
er's address. The closed-circuit
hookup will allow Dr. Bremer,
Dr. Ginger and three noted Ken-
tuckians with experience in open
education to respond to questions
from all workshop sites.
Participating as respondents
will be Martha Ellison, director
of the J. Graham Brown School
in Louisville; James Payton,
Legislative Research Commis-
sion, and Mary Alice Oliver, a
Warren County teacher.
Trailer Bill
To Be Withdrawn
The double-tandem trailer
truck bill apparently will be
withdrawn from the Tennessee
House of Representatives in
Nashville, according to a letter
from Rep. Ned McWherter of
Dresden.
Earlier this month Rep.
McWherter, who is one of the
sponsors of the double-trailer bill,
was informed that the local
Clamber of Commerce board of
directors had passed a resolution
opposing such legislation. In his
reply, Rep. McWherter said,
"Rep. Thompson, the sponsor
of the double-tandem bill,
advised me he will withdraw the
bill from the House Monday
night. After Mr. Thompson
withdraws the bill he plans to ask
that a study be made concerning
double-tandem trailers on
interstate routes only. Naturally,
if the bill is withdrawn from the
House, this will comply with your
Chamber of Commerce director's
request."
FULTON, KY.
Burlington House
Draperies
are
INSULATED
tvith
BURLTHERM
to Keep
Rooms
Cooler in Summer .
Warmer in Winter
NEVER NEED IRONING!
• Self-lined
• Machine Washable
• No Ironing
• Won't Fade or Discolor
• Won't Sun-Rot
• "Hidden Asset"
Pleating
50x84- I NCH
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Save the big ones!
Enter them in Western Auto's
N °KEST
BIGGEST BASS
1st: Cup
2nd: Zebco Reel
3rd: Bass plug
BIGGEST CROPPIE
1st: Cup
2nd: Minnow bucket agitator
3rd: Set of Croppie hooks
BIGGEST BREAM:
1st: Cup
2nd: Zebco Reel
3rd: Fly box and 100 yds. leader material
CONTEST OPENS MARCH 15th
Ends June 30th
Fish must be weighed in at Western
Auto store in Fulton.
Western Auto Store
200-4 Lake Street Fulton, Hy.
GiliViE IrCOILJFit 140/10111E...
Burlington House
Burltherm draperies won't crack or peel; won't fade, discolor or sun-rot . . . even
after repeated washings. Cotton and rayon damask weave in avocado, natural,
gold, Spanish black. "Hidden Asset" pleating... Burlington's unique sewing tech-
nique that makes pleats stay pleated for life of the drapery.
OTHER SIZES AND DECORATOR
$9.99
COLORS
100 x 63-1nch 
AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER •
125 x 90-Inch  1334.9950 x 63-Inch $23.99
50 a 90-Inch 811.99 100 x 84-Inch $25.99 150 a 63-Inch  836.99
75 x 63-Inch 817.99 100 a 90-1nch $25.99 150 a 54-Inch.  839.99
75 a 134-Inch 819.99 125 a 63-Inch $21.99 150 x 90-Inch  840.99
75 a 90.inch $20.99 123 a 84-Inch $34.99 • PloosoAl low 3 Weeks for Dollwry
LOIN CUT
PORK CHOPS  Lb. 89c
-COUNTRY STYLE
RIBS Lb 79c
CENTER CUT
END CUT
PORK CHOPS 
BREAKFAST
Lb. 69c
CHOPS Lb. 89c
PORK QUARTER
LOIN SLICED Lb. 69c
LEAN BONELESS
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 16, 1972 Page 6
Fir7."
LB
FRESH TENDER
PORK LIVER Lb. 49c
ROASTING
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 99c CHICKENS Lb. 39c
SLAB SLICED
BACON LB 69(
BARBECUE
SANDWICHES 5 For $1.00
L&M PEANUT
BUTTER 3;p19
BY-THE-PIECE LB.
SMOKE JOWL 394
HAMBURGERS 5 For $1.00
C'
REELFOOT
OKED PICNICS
6 to 8 pounds
average
LB.
MERIT SALTINE
CRACKERS LB. 2
KRAFT MARSHMALLOW
CREAM 130"AR 29C
HEINZ STRAINED 10 onBABY FOOD j ARS OVC
ALLEN'S 303 SIZE 16 oz. CAN
TOMATOES 5 FOR $11
 %
EACH
MARBEL STICK PLACE
SETTING
OLEO s LBS. S1  1 
PIECE
% 
JUST
S 1  1
EASY MONDAY FABRIC 64 oz. BOTTLE
SOFTENER 59CI
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS
FRESH LEAN AND MEATY PORK FRESH LEAN AND MEATY PORK
BACKBONE LB 39c RIBS LB 59
BARBECUE
CHICKENS  Lb. 69c
REELFOOT CORN VALLEY
PORK SAUSAGE
LW' $
SAVE ON QUALITY TABLE SETTINGS
GOLDEN BOUQUET
HYDE PARK 16 oz.LOAF
5 FORBREAD
STOKELY'S TOMATO 143 BOTTLE
CATSUP 4 FOR
CASTILIAN CASUAL
DINNERWARE
The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinner-
ware can now be yours for very little! Each week,
a place setting piece is yours for just pennies
with a minimum 'purchase. Build your set while
you save!
SETTING
PLACE
PIECE
EACH 29
JUST
24 KARAT GOLD TABLEWAREElectroplated 
9c
Set a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electro-
plate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
dittl'ent place setting piece each week at our
low price with a minimum purchase.
with every
$5 purchase
on our plan
THIRD WEEK
flirt Igor sit Way and miss mil hew s
sseeplate earwigs.
I-TI—swed, TEASPOON IN59c sr/pork:a
wed' DINNER FORK In,
with gosh59c ss purchase
wionliell DINNER KNIFE IN ish with seekOw ts room
Fourth
week
-61-th—mot
TEASPOON isra with each59c is pardons
SALAD FORK Ira *Si gado59cis „mum
TN glove items will be eels is twee mew weee
waft is tie weeks they sit Mewed. Me Mei*
will its I time ter • toast is le wed&
with every
$5 purchase
on our plan
Start year sit Wag awl sass pewit km
esweelitg samba.
DINNER PLATE slni 29c althjtmck.
19csf:rfthasipsiilIlusliwook DESSERT DISH Istit
Wash COFFEE CUP tie
wheal% ,
29c:smelt's'
Nem SAUCER lig 29c stIvithmat
WI% lim.Ifit., ReaPLATE
se
29C SS pardon
IJs aim items will be sold at thew genial Wm
sly is the webs they sig leant 11w ligheigle
will rye e Vase kr s Phi is IS weshi.
PORK
BAR -11-11  Lb. $1.49
GRAPE & ORANGE 46 oz. CAN
HI Calm 39t
STOKELY'S YELLOW CLING
p EAcHEs:A E1/2 size 35c
8 oz.CAN
PORIMBEAWS 1(1 
GALA OR VIVA PAPER
TOWELS 3 BIG ROLLS SI
STOKELY'S TOMATO 8 oz. can
SAUCE SCANS
 Si 
SHOWBOAT
HYDE PARK
ROLLS 4 FOR $1
% PARK LANE OR FIESTA 
ICE CREAM GAL1/L2ON
t SWIFT'S OR TURNERtill v
VIA miLnGAIZI-20N 450 
RICHTEX 3 LB. CAN
SHORTENING
TOTEM
TRASH BAGS 30 Gallons _ _ _ 59c
Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
LIPTON
TEA Instant 3-oz. $1.04
TON, TENN.IcOKEs 6 to 10 oz,
2TRAIL BLAZER 25 LB.
DOG FOOD $ .49
AND ADDITIONAL
OR CAIIT°N (")F 6 $7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK: EpsiEsm OZ. X4 TOBACCO PRODUCTSp
44seiww., .10.1111100. "ighliww. -0111111w.- .wwweive .1 * IMO. .1011.111P. 
4,
•
FLORIDA
CELERY STALK 15C
NICE FIRM
LETTUCE
HEAD
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS
,4,4,,,V;;Qa.4...:'.4, •
FANCY FLORIDA YELLOW
SOU ASH,isar
.n,1 Thursday March 16th thru Wednesday March 22nd 1972
SNOWY WHITE
19C CAULFLO 
•.""
lADER 49C
PE.W. JAMES VMS.
41\4P:cr' 571"PEglirarT
WE RESERVE DIE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTI ES.
MR. CLEAN 40oz. Bottle
CLEANER Gwoill. 49
MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD DRESSING Quart ___ 59c
—110-Cible Quality
On Wednesday
CHARM IN
BATHROOM TISSUE 4 Bol
SWEET&JUICY TEXAS
ORANGES LB. BAG5gc
IDAHO RUSSETT
POTATOES
LB. BAG. 79010 PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
5 FOR $1 k
 %
4
OLEO 5 LBS. S I  1
-%
HYDE PARK 16 oz.LOAF
S 1  i
EASY MONDAY FABRIC 64 oz. BOTTLE .
59C1
SIRLON STEA
CENTER CUel
LOIN CUT
PORK CHOPS Lb. 89c
-COUNTRY STYLE
RIBS Lb. 79c
SLAB SLICED
BACON LB 69(
END CUT
PORK CHOPS
BREAKFAST
CHOPS Lb. 89c
BY-THE-PIECE
PORK QUARTER
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LOIN SLICED Lb. 69c
LEAN BONELESS
FRANKS
Lb 9t
FRESH TENDER
PORK LIVER ____ Lb. 49c
ROASTING
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 99c CHICKENS 
 
Lb. 39c
FRESH LEAN AND MEATY PORKLB.
SMOKE JOWL 39t
FRESH LEAN AND MEATY PORK
BACKBONE ,B39 RIBS LB 590
BARBECUE
SANDWICHES 6 For $1.00
HEN
10 to 16 pounds
average L.
Le.tm PEANUT
BUTTER 399 
BARBECUE
HAMBURGERS 5 For $1.00 CHICKENS Lb. 69c 
SM 0 !WWI CH I CS PORKSAUSAGE
REELFOOT CORN VALLEY
$1096 to 8 pounds 59taverage LB.
MERIT SALTINE
CRACKERS LB. 29 
KRAFT MARSHMALLOW
CREAM
HEINZ STRAINED
13 oz. JAR 29c
10 mussBABY FOOD JARs ouvi
ALLEN'S 303 SIZE 16 oz. CAN
TOMATOES
MARBEL STICK
BREAD
HEAD
5 FOR
SOFTENER
STOKELY'S TOMATO 143 BOTTLE
CATSUP 4 FOR
-omm. -mow •■■••..
‘1..1
i .15
Lb. 69c
MTI-1.
1.-1-wsilliik
TERRF°°K Isins is."' °web%
DINNER FORK nis % /59C
_59c
irrigation*"
weskillial DINNER KNIFE IsIN59c tswipwcth mem
'"rillmei TEASPOON riSi—59c triPurchaim" uch
"Iweek SALAD FORK
R 0 ss. .21 ww wit! each1/JCS pesskass
The slim Mos will Rs sot/ st Insist prism
wily is as rots Voss its Iseisid. This Melds
oil no times etat Isell II mil&
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS LBS.
SAVE ON QUALITY TABLE SETTINGS
CASTILIAN CASUAL
DINNERWARE
The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinner-
ware can now be yours for very little! Each week,
a place setting piece is yours for just pennies
with a minimum purchase. Build your set while
you save!
SETTING
PLACE
PIECE
EACH 29
JUST
GOLDEN BOUQUET
24 KARAT GOLD TABLEWAREElectroplated 
Set a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electro-
plate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
different place setting piece each week at our
low price with a minimum purchase.
with every
$5 purchase
on our plan
35c
8 oz
CAN 4%
PORIMBEANS 1U t
GALA OR VIVA PAPER
TOWELS 3 BIG ROLLS Si
STOKELY'S TOMATO 8 oz. can
SAUCE 
 8 cALAs
9c pu arm
with everyrch
SETTING
PLACE HYDE PARK
PIECE
JUST
THIRD WEEK
on our plan
,ROLLS 4 FOR $1 S11 my sot tedastand mil Wm, •
~et* amiss. 
yeer set Wig se/ ems swell kin s
IsePlit• mordes• PARK LANE OR FIESTA
IICE CREAMGALLON5901/2
SWIFT'S OR TURNER
will am Sim tst $ Istsl wad
ruisi
s. 
110E MILKGALLON1/2 450slissii News will be saki st lisle sIssid pinslw Vis tasks tkes sts MIMI. UR
MR. CLEAN 40oz. Bottle A*4
CLEANER:mill. 49 
• ftralWsiik DINNER PLATE :N. 29c with eachSti am*.
leisidwed DESSERT DISH Itit s5with imam&
ThirfWWI COFFEE CUP th
.29c
29c.wrwassica
Pis. '-Vali SAUCER a 29csrpt=4
akok witk seek
467C Ili ;witches*
ma
Week
Stead 1—.Tal tat Rm.
PLATE elf
RICHTEX 3 LB. CAN 9 n TRAIL BLAZER 25 LB. n n
1 SHORTENING 1 g DOG FOOD sL
TOTEM
TRASH BAGS 30 Gallons _ _ _ 59c
Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
LIPTON
TEA Instant 3-oz. 
 
$1.84
.01P'411100W/V/FIFFP. ".8011MP, -.41.1110P, '.41111UPP-gotreititiroN, TENN.
FLORIDA
CELERY •STALK
NICE FIRM
150
LETTUCE
19 PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
WITH THIS COUPON
PORK
BAR - B - Q Lb. SIAS
IcOKEs
AND ADDITIONAL,
OR 
CARTON OF 6 $7.50 PURCHASEipEpsiEs 10 ca. 8LEXTC0L:lofteig RpMILKoiDucTs
PLUS DEPOSIT ON BOTTLES401111Porte.4011 40111111w*- -41111016,- .1111111110.441111110- .0111111P., 4rilikow-Assmow—wouswi,
<
FANCY FLORIDA YELLOW
SQUASH
, 
190
ON
CAT ,
LB. 8
GRAPE & ORANGE 46 oz. CAN
HI-C-DRINKS 39c
•;:sia, ,•••••/,:"" •
STOKELY'S YELLOW CLING
PEACHES 2 1/2 sizeHALVES
SHOWBOAT
MIRACLE WHIP
LAD DRESSING Quart ___ 5k
Double Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
cHARMIN
BATHROOM TISSUE 4 Rolls _ _ 4k 
WEDNE
SNOWY WHITE HE
CAULFLOVEADR490
' his a 4,1 Thurcday March 16th thru Wednesday March 22nd 1972
PE.W. JAMES gi SONS# 'MAXI SAVINGS"
SUPERMNRKET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES.
SWEET&JUICY TEXAS
ORANGES LB. BAG 5 9C
IDAHO RUSSETT
POTATOES
10
LB. BAG. 79c PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
2 FI
PLU!
FULT
No 7-0-1
•
r. Thursday, March 16, 1972 Page 6
4DER
.IVER  Lb. 49c
NS  Lb. 39c
.,EAN AND MEATY PORK
LB. 594 
a Lb. $1.49
FRESHWATERCATFISH
891,B 0 whom
tsL Oft.AN(IE 46 oz. CAN
390
350
tKILBEANS10 
)R VIVA PAPER
VELS 3 BIG ROLLS $1
:-DRINKS
_X'S YELLOW CLING
iCIIES
POAT
2 1/2 size
HALVES
8 oz.
CAN
LY'S TOMATO 8 oz. can
ICE  8 cANS
PARK
LANE OR FIESTA
FOR Si
CREAM GAL1/2" 5 9°
'S OR TURNER
MILK 1/2GALLON45C
EAN 40oz Bottle
kNER:07151.49 
WHIP
/ DRESSING Wart ___ 59c
thle Quality Stamps
On Wednesday
100M TISSUE 4
gi.JUICY TEXAS
INGES SmLB. BAG5gc
IDAHO RUSSETT
POTATOES
3AG.
(
2 FOR MFR 5 LISTPRICE OF
PLUS A PENNY
ILIESE_EK
ROWS One Tabl•t Daily
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
.;..":*.wilifor $289
(V.986I
Remelt Minuteman
Chewable
Multiple Vitamins
702 for $21001
Pries - $245
IV.892)
REXALL AEROSOL
Redi-Shavo or Lavoador
Shaving Cream
11-ea.
Mie...Z.09 2 1 10for
(P-3227, 8,
3244, 5, 9)
REXALL BRIGHTENER
TOOTHPASTE
•34-06.
Atfr's LIU PrIce $1.0110
for $
(P-1205)
10
Sons. Renal! fran-
ddsed stores sell
some Ismail-brand
products b•I ow
manufacturer's list
price. Look for
those Infonnation
Cards throughout
Ilse store for your
actual savings.
SALE STARTS
MARCH 16th
SALE
. . . WITH BONUS BUYS
AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES BUT NOT
2 FOR 1 PLUS A PENNY
Mow woMor e• ass••• voMmon woke owl *6 ma whom amilmMs. MON 66a•rval 16 (We 4pomple6.6 - loblas se gopeembi• lows. We ark m6.4 Mir
SUPPLEMENT TO FULTON COUNTY NEWS
EVANS (/fzi_d) DRUGS
212-214 LAKE
FULTON
No 24-1
PHONE: 472-2421
KENTUCKY
79c PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
COLORED PAPFR
•No. 2-1-2
Rexall PLUS AFOR MFR'S UST
Medicines PRICE OF 411 PENNY
1140140 of 30 - Rowell
MTIMSTAMME
TABLETS
me. use Pok, - $1.59(0661)2 
for 60
▪ 10•41111611
Aspluk 100,s (0.940)
Alfe's U.S rd.. $7.25 for 
$126
Itosio11 - Plot
BEM, WINE IL
IRON TONK (0472) for
Mfr'. Use Prim - 02.25
Roao0
DIURETIC PILLS
410's (0-171)
Mies MI Moo - 01-40
Rexell Esillades
SIIMOSITORIES, I2's
Mlles 1.10 Prim 01.30
10-827)
111-oo. Roxoll
EYELO EYE LOTION
Mfrs U.S Prk• 01-20 I0-380)
$23°
for
2 for
$150
130
• - Rwess
FIRST-AM SPRAY
ANTISEPTIC (W-312)  for $1 40
AtIes Us* Fetes 01.30
4-ox. Roma
FOOT POWDER
AWes U.S P.M. • The (0-156)2for76c
1/2 - Poseel-koz
Grsosslless AIblioto's
hot Oistsseet (0565) for
tWes U.S Psis• $1.211
G▪ LYCERIN
SUPPOSITORIES I2's
Ads" Woofs I0.217, 20)
Mee U.S P.M. • Si,
110's -
MIR ii
TARIM
Alfe• UM Al.. • IllAr (13•261)
fgert • Issoill
MINERAL Olt
Alfr's We Moe 113e 10-751
130
for 5181C
2f0190`
20784c
00'6 • ROMA
mama. TABLETS
Met U.S Moe 01.25 (0 60)
RIX▪ 4ALYINE
MIRN SPRAY
Rees WI Wes -
2 for $130
(0-4.00) 2 for170
AMU ALCOHOL
Ales U.' Al..82. 
(0-805)2for84c
4-os. • Mole AsHoli
COMM SYRUP for
Mies LM' Pthos • Pis
'A.-...
AVes lkt Mop -
Ronal
ZINC OXIDE
ONITIABIT
Weis U.S Prle• 711s
0417)2 120
(D-252) 
.99c
10-835) 2
f"80(
Plot - Saxon No.11
$140DellinCTANT ".4°49) 2 forPINE OR
Wr's U.S Pete. -
3-os. - ItostoN
GLYCERIN (U•1269)
Niles UN Prise • $IN 01 90
ROSEWATER
Mfr's ListFAH • Ste 
(U
-127312„.70C
GLYaRIN
Pim Roxoll
MO
MOM Mik - le VW. 2 for 56c
MM'. Use A'S.. - )U-2115)
'M
Pfeet •
W/T01 NAZE&
me. us. rd. - ate
((.1-3665)2for90`
<4
BONUS BUY
Instant-load; auto
flash advance. In-
cludes camera
with wrist strap.
Magkubis, %oda-
color film.
"hloglmatic ' Color
Camera Outfit
$888
x 99
BONUS BUY
(X-363, 463)
BONUS BUY
West land 2
-Quart
SAUCE PAN
01.0116Y NoSe. Will
AM. - - siwohsw
NW/ a, *weeds.
BONUS BUY 
STACKABLE
ASHTRAYS
Dowwvar maws!
S cpc
 
392L 39 
Osaerall
KITCHEN
CLOCK
No. 2.7.3
16 Pedtets
Alfes Use Pyles ifs
(P.2070)
COLD CREAm
SOAP`"
Lade Feral flerstipset
BUBBLE BATH COLD CREAM
SOAP 3 CAM2for$2012o 70
Car. SOAP
With LANOLIN
3 Cakes
/fair.: 
Lbs 2for$201
(0t-tior)
liVr's 5k7 Pelee $11.00
(04•2110.4)
CLEcareANSING
CREAM
31/4-6s.
laIr's Lbs
Prise il./0
a4-3162 2fors1"
DUSTING SPAIN SAY CaraAEROSOL COLD CREAM
POWDER
Alfe• use
Pries 12.00
IP-311131
S..,. Larysmoder
2forsr
COLOGNE
Prig: $2-95 2 for' 299
3%-w.
*Yea Le Pries $7.75
11112 for $ 76
104-3112) (04-31601
NIGHT CREAM II E NAIL POLISH
Cara Noma
CREAM REMOVER
Mbes
Prim WM
(04-3164)
2,0,$201 20 $251 4-os.Aries LWPrice Ilk(P 1522) 2f036`
11111EMEI
Rem'IIVitamins.FOR MFRS 
PRICE OF PENNY
' LIST PLUS A411) 
ROUE
VITAMIN 1-12 2 c330
30 mcg., 100's
Mies List Price $3.29 for'(V275)
100s - 200 I. U. ftexull
VITAMIN E
CAPSULES
Mies Lid Price $7.50
(V-28)
100's - 400 I. U. flosioll
VITAMIN
CAPSULES
e• List Price $11.911
V.282)
100s 301. U. Retied'
VITAMIN E
ACETATE
Mies List Price $2.30
(V-277)
100',. 100 I. U. tiostall
VITAMIN
ACETATE
Mr's List Price $6.00
(V-278)
100 me. - 230's Retied
VITAMIN C
TABLETS
Aries List Price $2.29
(V-25,)
100 ing. - 230s Roost'
VITAMIN C MEW-
ABU TABLETS
Mfr's List Priest PAN
(V-255)
250's - Reston
BREWER'S YEAST 2
TABLETS for
Vi,. List Price $1.911
(V.939)
2i $751
20 $999
2for$331
2fw $6°
2for$23°
2for '2"
r,4*
tO11411rA ,k1.1
%.Wen cOUM O.
•I 09 hOWl
Ns 241-4
99
sotAUS BOA,
REXALL
FOAMING
BATH OIL
MI,Pe en lo? 29
100's - cum
DICALCIUM
PNOSPIIATEO.T.2 for $140
TABLETS
Altr'• List Price $8.39
(V-715)
10105
MINERALIZED
COMPLEX
*Wes Ust Prim *SAN
(V-795)
100's. Rex», illiorrososem
VITAMINS W/IRON 'or
OIEWABLE MULL 42 $AI, 310
Mies List Price $3.09
(V.894)
2forsP
100's - Cie* Tablet Dolly
MULTIM1
VITAMINS
Mtr's List Psis. $2.69
(V.955)
2for$2n
100s - Oise Tablet Dal»
MULTIPLE VITA-
MINS W/MINERALS 2fors330
Pates List Price $3.21
(V-958)
100's Rex», Purism.»
MULTIPLE
VI TA/AINS
Altes list Prise $2.09
(V695)
100's - Issoff Moot»
MULT1PLIE VITA-
MINS W/MINERALS for$370
Mies List Prise $3.49
(V.8)5)
2for$2"
100's Rusin Fortified
VITAMIN II
COMPLEX caps.
Ath's Um Mos
$3.411
(V-27I)
2 for $3"
FOR MFR'S UST
PRICE OF
TIMED ACTION*
CAPSULES
Itte tie Tern
• Ma 
COati .0.a.
ion wan. 
0 NMI
:•01001.0,
.00/01 • • •0101
•10's
Mir's Lk*
Primo $1.211
(D-797)
BONUS BUY 
NEW! PR"
REXAU
VITAMIN
B&(
CAPSULES
• 100'.
Al" US* M.» 039
31
100's
Far's List Prise flle
(D-1142)
Pound
Affr's List Price fits
(0.-332)
PLUS A
PENNY
Timed Action
NASAL DECONOISTANT
Capsules
Clears op suelnles, imams testi
for $11 40
L;OLORED
VAN WYCK
ELECTRIC
CAN
OPENER
w,
IX
-336)
Flash Cubes
WESTCLOX
BABY BEN
ALARM 
 
CLOCK
Luminous Dial
N. 11-14011
Lady Vanity
PORTABLE
HAIR
DRYER
(x-3311
Facial Tissues
150's - 2-ply
White, Colors
ils„...„...os"okommum .144
FIRST-AID MUSTS K
MR MFR'S UST PLUS A0
PRICE OF PENNY
Mies UM Mao 0.1.
(W-4104, 71
REXALL
ADHESIVE
TAPE
yds. or ys "x10 yds.
21°164C
REXALL
QUIK SWABS
Mhos Use
Priam 611.
bauble tip, 90's or
Single tip, 200's
2for64c
61111 Clifton
111.1f. _
(N-45, 56)
CLIFTON
FEVER
THERMOMETER
Mile • LW Pries $1.11112 for $196
(W-1968-73, 1940.42)
REX ALL
NO
ASPIRIN
Acetaminophen
FIII 
L1011011.1Ell
BABY
FEVER
THERMOMETER
fau-forlia96(P4-600-2)
for those who <an t take aspirin, 5 grain, 100 s
,list Pi,. SI 50
tot hurs UST
pRICE Of
WRITING
PAPER
2 for 1°
PLUS A
PENNY 
(5.656, 7, 946)
Personal Hygiene and Health-Aid Products for Everyone!
Combination Water
Bottle-Syringe
Three !brooded syrineo plpee, doe-hoot
control, 2-qt. capethy In Norvost Gold
or Arecodo Orson.
No 2-R-6
.0...0•11.....-41,...IMMIRSOINOPM. •
ONE-SIZE
"ALL-NODE"
PANTY NOSE
dellterood *V"-
stmen, beel 99
end tee. Clbeke
et dm Oil..
*Wee
Hies UM
Prior 111.127
(Z-6000)
ONE-SIZE
"BUDGET-PRICED"
PANTY NOSE
Veer dales a 3
lap-lloseeras shales
Mfes Li. Irk* alls
(2-6900) 69c
4111 FOR MR'S LIST
db PIKE OF
PLUS A PENNY! 
REXALL
SACCHARIN
TABLETS
1/4 Or.
Mies List
Prim $1.09
1/2 Or.
Mies list
Price $1.29
1 Or.
Nies MO
Me* $1.79
2forlm
fw 
$130
2for$18°
ID-173, 6, 91
oRed
3Pra
:twig>
'
met
urea
*el;
mikarri
ilimg•••
N. 2.R-7
mi OED PAPER
Mir's Use Prise 9111c
ItLXAIJ.
HAIR SETTING
GEL 1171Z-Z-11•NWes Us1 Ps** $1.25 (CN-293, 4)
fill CONDITIONING
CREME RINSE
AtIr's 1Jst Prke 3)1.11P IP 3188)
(P.3207)
AFTER SHAVE
LOTION
Mies list Mee 79.19 3220, 40)
— RDIALL
AWr's U.t Prise 99. ( P 1195)
SPUNTUI "TRUI *uproar,
LYCRA SPANDEX
SUPPORT
PANTI- HOSE
IIPLINTIR LYCRA SPANDEX
SEAMLESS
SUPPORT
STOCKINGS
FOR EAR'S UST PLUS A
PRICE OF PENNY
-spumy oar
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT
5.01.Mies 1.1.1 PrIs• $1.19 (P-623)
DEODORANT 
AEROSOL 2 for 99c(P-611)
for 
$126
for $1 50
for 20
for $ 1 30
2
 for $6"
$596
BONUS BUYS
Family Shift 43'6 and
Requiem. Rpm DV.
Francis Harriet
Foaming
Milk Bath
(X-4772)
STYLING
BRUSH
Roo SUPER
STAINLESS STEEL
BLADES
Deluxe
REFILLABLE
LIGHTER
As‘t
AUTO LITTER
BASKET
([ 
(X-393)
PLAYiALL
Hours of fun
for the kids!
(X-1323)
IRONING
BOARD
PAD &
COVER SET
$199
FOR MFR'S LIST
PRICE OF
ELECTREX
3-Heat
MIr's List Prie• - $7.95
1X-310)
KIDDY a
YODER
SUNGLASSES
Asst. colors
& styles!
(X-396)
PLUS A
PENNY
TOOTHBRUSHES
2 for 50C
(11-355-59)
FOR MFR'S LIST
PRICE OF
PLUS A
PENNY
FOR MFR'S LIST
PRICE OF
RUBBING
ALCOHOL
P:sit
Oiltr's U.S Irks 41.3s
for
64c.
(0.413)
BONUS BU T
1.69 Sis•
EXCEDRIN
100's
$1 19
SANITARY
NAPKINS
12's45c
Rusin
Buffered
Aspirin
100's
Mir" List
Price $1.17
2o 
$11.8
(0-689)
75, Mu
BONUS BUYS AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES
. . . WITH BONUS BUYS AT
SPECIAL LOW PRICES BUT
NOT 2 FOR 1 PLUS A PENNY
SALE
otkOS 8 fr
42) CHINA
STACK MUGS
,  
33(4913.
0tUS 8I,
KITCHEN
tLi CUTLERY SET
99`
•
S a0
0"fr
HAIR
TRIMMER
COMB
„
39c
HAIR
HAIR
FOR MFR'S LIST
PRICE OF
1CN 6559)1
YOUR GOOD
HEALTH IS
OUR MOST
IMPORTANT
CONCERN
Rexall - Fast
Nome Permanent
NAND IL BODY
 
 LOTION or
 
 4
-en. CREAM
Liquid Tonic
7 Ounce
. . . not 2 for 1 PLUS A PENNY
111111,1 I 1111111 II III  111 1 1111 1 111W 1 1 1 1111
REXALL SINUREX
Relief of Sines Miseries, 36's
* 1-•
...\11111111 11
MO
ASS,'. LLiE Prko $2.49
(11.426)
GNPs. Itedom lewd 21, 1972
) t 11 • 1
COLD TABLETS
Prompt relief of cold miseries
100's
Ages Ust Price $3.29
(0-67)
C•cojeOliip di2 912 1 1111 I
orr
1111111111,  1111 III 11111111111/11111 II
REXALL REDI-SPRAY
DRY ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT
11-es.
AVr's list Price $1.49
(P-619)
 sojte's^ 1 ‘Icefris'eM41..21, 1172  
REXALL
REDI-SPRAY AEROSOL
DEODORANT
• II 111.1111
WALL
BREATHFR4E4N
Packet Breed% freshower
Wes U.S Pries 119,
11-es.
MV,'. List Price $1.29
(9-610)
I II/
9c
J
A
L
U
A
L
U
A
L
A
I
L
W
:
 
;III 1111111
=7:
.c.'!!!'!" , l!Th."!.m.!!!'1',2N171.
,, ,, ll llllll ttttttt 1111
RIXALL MEN'S HAIR SPRAY
PROTEIN DRY CONTROL
Mfr's List Price $1.39 89c
(P-156)
11-est.
Cosmos '11 1 1 11111
Rexall ALUREX
Magnesium - Aluminum
Hydroxide Gel.
12-sm.
A1fr's U.S Price 19,
(0-10) 69c
• '1
' It •
III 1111111111111111W/
REXALL QUIET-NITE
Night Timo Cold Medicine
Nies List Price $1.29
(D-23)
79c
1111 111L!,
REXAU SPRING GREEN
MOUTHWASH
Pint Size
MV,', list Pries 99c
(D-77)
Comma Mord. 21 1971
5
II if 19'.%
NEW AWAKENING
LEMON HAND LOTION
714 am.
MS,. List Price $1.09
(P-1123) 69`
.!titirr, tint .7,...1.!!!
REXAU ALUREX No. 2
• IILflTJAJ: 1
SO Ship-Pocked Tablets
AtIr's List Pries 89c
(11-9)
II
1 ,,, I 1
 ,1994046146.
 • $71 
'.1' 41611P1 MI!OlsAls. '
